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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 1993-1994, UCF decided to aggressively pursue enrollment growth. The College of Health
and Public Affairs (with the smallest number of teaching faculty in the university) responded to
the call, achieving a 34% increase in enrollment. Outstanding advising services, careful
enrollment planning and academic enhancement efforts in each department accompanied this
growth, improving the quality as well as the quantity of educational effort. A dramatic increase
in faculty scholarship was achieved during the same period, reflecting CORPA's continued
progress toward the development of nationally recognized academic programs.

Undergraduate Education
Leadership UCF was conceived and developed. The program has the potential to gain national
recognition for UCF, benefiting students and enhancing partnerships with the local community
Teaching Assessment and Enhancement Activities:
Conducted two teaching enhancement workshops on effectiveness issues and the use of
technology
Developed and funded preliminary plan for College Instructional Resources Center
Developed distance learning activities in five programs and established task force to
address implementation issues
Enhanced chairperson evaluation of teaching effectiveness and feedback to faculty,
continued the practices of exit interviews and alumni surveys, and incorporated
portfolio review
Conducted adjunct and new faculty orientations
Continued monitoring of section size, adjunct utilization, grade distribution, admissions
criteria, credit by exam, internship practices as quality indicators
Formalized college curriculum review process
Advising, Student Services and Outreach
Implemented Dean's Student Advisory Council
Restructured Advising Office, hired additional part time support personnel, expanded
peer advising program. Advising activities have come to be recognized as the
best on campus
Conducted advising workshops for students by major and for faculty in departments
Continued enrollment management activities, sufficient to effectively accommodate a
27% increase in majors and a 34% increase in SCH
Continued effective course scheduling to achieve a 22% increase in graduates
Student organizations implemented in almost all departments. Criminal Justice now has
the third-largest student club in the U.S. and has recently added an Honors
Society
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Selected Programmatic Activities
Physical Therapy accreditation achieved
Bachelor of Social Work and Respiratory Therapy Accreditation renewed
Public Administration SUS Program Review accomplished
Allied Health enrollments increased significantly in two programs (per directions of
BOR)
Legal Studies curriculum redirection continued. Department poised to take leadership
role in field

Graduate Education
Master of Science in Criminal Justice and Master of Science in Nursing proposals
submitted to BOR
Master of Social Work program implemented and admitted to candidacy for accreditation
Ph.D. in Public Affairs planning underway - empirical assessment of nationally
recognized programs and outline of curriculum achieved
Review of graduate admissions and tuition waiver policies implemented
Prepared graduate program brochures to facilitate out of state recruiting
Funded significant increase in graduate assistantships
Preliminary discussion of Ph.D. in Molecular and Microbiology and Joint Ph.D. in
Communicative Disorders

Research
Significant improvement in quantity and quality of scholarly research achieved
throughout the college, but especially in Criminal Justice/Legal Studies. Forty
percent more books were published by College faculty in 1993-1994 as the
previous year (total 7). There was a 50% increase in publications in refereed
journals (total 39). Criminal Justice & Legal Studies, Public Administration and
Nursing are COHPA's most research active departments.
In-house research funding made available to faculty, graduate research assistants
supported, faculty development activities funded, release time for new faculty
funded.
Largest requests for external funding submitted by Nursing Goint with Valencia
Community College) and Molecular and Microbiology Go int with FSEC). Both
are pending.
F acuity with demonstrated research potential hired in four departments

Diversity
Developed college policy on recruitment and retention of minorities, including
checksheet of activities for all faculty/ chair searches
Conducted vigorous searches for new faculty which included seven minority interviews,
four position offers and two acceptances (one for 1995-1996) for eight positions
Expanded minority mentorship program, enlisting faculty and graduate assistant support
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International Activities
COHPA continued its partnership with the University ofKuwait. All departments
engaged in some level of international effort; projects include more than 25
countries. Selected international initiatives include Public Administration
(Poland Project), Criminal Justice (USIA), Social Work (Nicaragua), and Nursing
(Israel).

Partnerships and Outreach
Developed college policy and facilitated adoption of revised university policy on area
campuses
Appointed Program Advisory Council to Dean
Prepared college brochure to facilitate outreach and partnership development
Enriched and expanded health academies (magnet school programs with Apopka and
Seminole High Schools). Activities include social events, high school students on
campus visits and a dual enrollment class this fall
Established an Alumni Professional Achievement Award and recognition luncheon
(which has become a model for UCF events this fall)
Established two Alumni Chapters that have become actively involved in university and
community service projects

Fundraising
Completed funding of Endowed Chair in Nursing
Received additional pledges of $75,000 and $35,000 annually for MSN
Received more than $100,000 in additional pledges for Physical Therapy
Received $200,000 in gifts in kind
Developed preliminary plan for scholarship solicitation
Achieved 78% participation in UCF United Way Drive

Internal Administration
Combined four programs (two with acting heads) into one unit with strong leadership
Submitted proposals for Schools of Social Work and Nursing
Planned and implemented strategy to increase space in dean's office and five programs
Developed plan to release AIDS Educator halftime to Student Services and move AIDSHIT Institute off campus
Achieved "level playing field" in classroom assignment and scheduling
Addressed leadership issues in the departments, achieving a strong core of department
chairpersons able to work effectively as a team while providing excellent
programmatic leadership
Achieved faculty evaluations in line with university norms in majority of departments;
and progress in all programs
Reduced personnel issues and grievances across the college and promoted high faculty
morale as recognized in President and Provost visits
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Plans for 1994-1995

Highlights:
The focus for 1994-1995 is on 1) academic program quality enhancement, through the planning,
implementation and enrichment of degree programs, 2) research and scholarship development,
3) careful enrollment management at the graduate and undergraduate levels, and 4) selected
outreach activities. A period of consolidation is required to ensure that future developments
proceed on a solid foundation.
Continuation and Enrichment of Teaching Enhancement and Advising/Student Services
Activities
Address grade inflation and quality issues in selected programs
Academic Programs: Planning years for MSN and MSCJ, curriculum development for
Ph.D. in Public Affairs, Accreditation of MSW, Preliminary Planning for Ph.D. 's
in Molecular and Microbiology and Communicative Disorders Goint with FSU)
Implement Leadership UCF
Faculty Searches for PT and M&M (from 1993-1994) and CJ and Nursing graduate
programs
Faculty Development: goal is to identify a niche in department or college for each
faculty member's contribution
Work with new Development Officer on External Relations and Fundraising Plan ·
(anticipated focus on scholarships)
Resolve problems in distance learning in "pilot" department, expand to other units and
increase utilization of distance learning for the college
Conduct workshops with area campuses to resolve transitional issues of administration,
develop two year plan for program development and define expectations for
outreach, administrative, and faculty activities
Dean's office reorganization will continue, with the goal of achieving smooth
accomplishment of routine tasks and a ready grasp of the "big picture"
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UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Curriculum
Each of COHPA's undergraduate programs engaged in curriculum review and revision during
1993-1994. During the same time period, a SACS self-study was prepared by Department
Chairs. While much of the activity was prompted by the requirements of accrediting b9dies, the
activity was equally heavy in the college's non-accredited programs. Legal Studies continues to
modify its efforts towards the development of a pre-law curriculum while Public Administration
began reviewing the need for more frequent elective offerings in their program. Both
Respiratory Therapy and Radiologic Sciences redirected their efforts to address the needs of the
non-generic students. Physical Therapy began an extensive analysis of their curriculum, even as
they received accreditation based on the strength of current offerings.
Academic Affairs Committee. The Academic Affairs Committee developed a curriculum review
process that addressed procedures for the assessment of new programs, new courses and course
revisions. The committee members also played a major role in the development of TIP criteria.
This committee is considered to be the college's most advanced effort in the movement toward
greater faculty governance.

Accreditation
The Physical Therapy Program received full accreditation. Medical Lab Sciences had their
accreditation renewed after a successful site visit, as did Respiratory Therapy and the
Baccalaureate Social Work program. All those involved in these efforts are to be congratulated
for their successes.

Instructional Quality
Instructional effectiveness is assessed by student evaluations, peer evaluations, chairperson
evaluations and through the use of exit interviews and alumni surveys. Student outcomes are
measured in a variety of ways, by Ii censure and certification examinations, by employer surveys
and through GRE examinations. The majority of departments in the college utilize at least two
measures of instructional quality, generally drawing from both instructional effectiveness and
student outcomes measures. While licensure and certification examinations represent essential
tests of student ability, departments generally report that exit interviews are the most useful
means of assessing instructional quality because they offer a more objective and dispassionate
form of student input than the traditional end of class student evaluations.

Program Quality
A variety of additional quality indicators are also assessed by the college. These include section
size, percentage of courses taught by adjuncts, grade distributions, admissions criteria for
8

limited access programs, credit by exam procedures and requirements, and internship practices.
Each measure is monitored and discussed with department chairpersons as appropriate.
Generally speaking, section sizes are larger in some departments than desirable, but departments
facing such challenges have identified strategies to enhance the quality of instruction in large
sections and have established a balance between large and small sections related to instructional
objectives. Department reliance on adjuncts appears to have reached its peak and will soon be
within acceptable ranges as a result of new faculty hiring.
Grade distributions appeared inflated ·in two departments, which have already taken measures to
address that problem. Both curriculum revision and new faculty hiring as expected to facilitate
resolution of those matters.
Admissions criteria for limited access programs more than meet quality objectives. Credit by
exam procedures, provided for in selected limited access program articulation agreements, have
been thoroughly reviewed by the college and the provost's office. In several departments, the
number of credit hours permitted in internship programs has been reduced to increase the
number of academic hours included in each program.

Teaching Awards
Teaching Incentive Program. The first year of the Teaching Incentive Program was extremely
successful. The College was allocated nine awards. The TIP Criteria Committee developed both
criteria and procedures to facilitate the fair and accurate assessment of teaching portfolios.
Department representatives and a student designated from the Dean's Student Advisory Council
served on the TIP COHPA Selection Committee. Awardees included:
Eileen Abel
Joyce Dorner
Sharon Douglass
David Slaughter
Frances Smith
Michael Sweeney
Rosann White
Diane Wink
Lewis Worell

Social Work
Nursing
Health Sciences
Criminal Justice/Legal Studies
Nursing
Molecular Biology and Microbiology
Molecular Biology and Microbiology
Nursing
Health Sciences

A review of 1993-1994 TIP procedures as implemented by the Selection Committee was
undertaken by the TIP Criteria Committee. Recommendations were made regarding the
importance of chairperson letters of support, the weight given to faculty sch productivity and the
submission of comments by students in the teaching portfolio. Indications that the 1994-1995
TIP would permit consideration of instructors and graduate faculty were warmly received by the
college.
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College Awards. College Teaching Awards were given to Mary Lou Noll and David Mozee.
For the first time, effective instruction by adjuncts was also recognized in awards to Francis
Logiudice and Anthony Walsh from the Molecular and Microbiology Department.

Faculty Orientations
Preliminary work was undertaken in preparation for the scheduling of new faculty orientations
for 1994-1995. The addition of approximately 10 new faculty in 1994-1995 permits the
consolidation of a number of more informal orientation efforts undertaken by the departments.
At present at least three sessions are planned for new faculty: introduction to campus and
college offices and facilities; research, scholarship, tenure and promotion; and faculty student
relations.
Adjunct faculty orientations were undertaken in each term of 1993-1994 to assist the large
number of adjuncts in their efforts to manage institutional bureaucracy, faculty student relations
and to support the effectiveness of their instructional activities. The receptions which followed
orientation sessions provided valuable opportunities for faculty and administrators to interact and
demonstrated the richness of the professional community's contributions to COHPA's
educational efforts.

Teaching Enhancement Activities
The COHPA Academic Affairs Committee conducted two teaching enhancement workshops.
The first focused on general strategies of teaching improvement, the second addressed methods
of integrating technology into the classroom. Both efforts were extremely well received,
promoting additional interest in the Instructional Resources Center. Follow
up sessions will be held in the Fall of 1994 to promote use of new technology, and to integrate
information about student learning styles into the Faculty Development program.

Instructional Resources Center
Greater attention to teaching effectiveness requires an examination of what has become
"standard practice" in instructional technology. During 1993-1994, the college identified a
number of equipment needs to enhance the quality of instruction. Purchases included:
multimedia manager, color scanjet, slide scanner, video visualizer, film recorder, laser monitors
(2), laser disk players (2), videologic mediator, film grabber, video camera, TV receiver, master
printer, microsoft office and appropriate graphic software.
These items will be made available to faculty in the space vacated by the present advising office.
The current plan is to hire a graduate assistant to staff the new "Instructional Resources Center,"
and to oversee the checkout of equipment as well as to instruct faculty in the use of the
equipment. The Center will also house books, monographs and newsletters received by the
college that focus on teaching enhancement. The objective is to make the center a resource for
all forms of teaching improvement, not simply those dependent upon technology.
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Distance Leaming
A number of departments in the college have expressed interest in distance learning and have
experimented with program delivery under very difficult circumstances. At present the college
appears to offer more diverse "distance learning" courses than any other unit in the university.
Most of these efforts are video based, although interactive approaches and e-mail conferencing
have been utilized in Health Sciences.
Additional activities and increased faculty involvement have been hampered by two factors:
technological limitations and the absence of policy covering issues such as faculty
compensation, cost, and fte distribution, and so on. The college established a committee, led by
the Health Sciences Department, to address these issues. While the early meetings included
primarily continuing education representatives in addition to college faculty, additional members ·
were added representing the library, instructional resources and other colleges..
This committee is now serving as the principal resource for the university as it explores distance
learning problems and needs in anticipation of SUS funding and the hiring of a Vice President of
Information and Technology. This group's work is expected to be especially valuable to the
university as it pursues funds allocated by the legislature for 1994-1995 to support distance
learning.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT SERVICES
Advising
College Center. The College Advising Center continues to be recognized by students as offering
the best service on campus. The continued growth of our programs has placed a tremendous
burden on these services, one that can no longer be ignored. It was determined that both
advising personnel and space issues required immediate attention.
Personnel needs were basically of three types - an additional advisor who could also handle
administrative matters, a SASS operator who could facilitate student certifications, and a part
time staff member who could handle a variety of liaison assignments with the central office. The
college was fortunate in hiring David Jordan, who had recently retired from the Admissions
Office, as the part time staff member. A temporary SASS operator was hired during the year.
The search for a permanent employee for that position and the advisor will be undertaken in
1994-1995. In addition, the program assistant's position in the Advising office has been
reviewed, and a variety of task reassignments undertaken.
During 1993-1994, a plan was devised to address several space problems in the college. The
objective was to benefit as many units as possible in terms of both the quantity and quality of
space available. This opportunity arose as a result of the university's decision to rent space in the
Walt Disney Cancer Institute and make it available for academic purposes. Several colleges
11
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submitted requests for this space, but the COHPA proposal for Molecular and Microbiology labs
and the Communicative Disorders Clinic was successful. The movement of the Communicative
Disorders Clinic freed up a large space directly across from the Dean's office.
After a lengthy review process involving a number of applications for the space from college
units, the decision was made to move the Advising Office into approximately one-half of the
space vacated by the Communicative Disorders Clinic. Offices for advising staff as well as
spaces for student advising, computer registration, etc. have been designed. The new facilities
will be very consumer friendly, having been designed by college staff and reviewed and revised
by the Dean's Student Advisory Council.
Faculty Efforts. Advising workshops were held with faculty by the College Advisor both for
new faculty and for all faculty members in specific departments. Each department has developed
an advising plan so that all students are signed either to the department advisor or distributed to
various faculty in the departments.
Prehealth Professions. The Prehealth Professions Office is a university office supervised by the
College of Health and Public Affairs. During 1993-1994, the office was relocated and restaffed,
and a university advisory council was establish to coordinate efforts between departments and
colleges. The results of these efforts have been extremely successful. The Director of the
Office, Dr. Budd Berringer, continues to be pr.ovide what has been recognized by the medical
and other health professions schools as the best advising services in the state. Difficulties
previously encountered in the coordination of student services across the university appear to
have been resolved.
Dr. Berringer now advises UCF and community college undergraduates, post-baccalaureate
students on and off campus, aspiring high school students, honors program students, transfer
students and an increasing number of international students. A total of 97 students obtained
materials necessary for application to the composite evaluation program; 56 completed those
materials. These individuals generated requests for 621 composite evaluation packets. Fifteen of
these students (27%) were admitted to health professions programs. The average GP A for
students accepted into allopathic medical programs was 3.67. The average MCAT score was
28.6.
Articulation Efforts
For many years, the college has attempted to forge articulation agreements with Valencia and
Seminole Community Colleges. For a variety of reasons, these objectives have been difficult to
achieve. Often the obstacles included significant differences in academic objectives between the
university programs and community colleges. On other occasions, the difficulties were products
ofbureaucrative difficulties at either or both campuses.
During 1993-1994, a number of events occurred that greatly reduced the level of previous
difficulty. The Department of Health Sciences selected a particular area of focus (Respiratory
12

Therapy) with a specific community college (Seminole) and concentrated all of the efforts of the
program director and chair toward the achievement of a single agreement. The college similarly
focused its efforts on that singular objective. At the same time, the university rededicated its
efforts to enhance community college relations and cleared the path both procedurally and
through a number of personal interventions. In addition, the university sponsored an articulation
conference.
The outcome of these efforts is not merely a single signed articulation agreement, but a boiler
plate which the college and the university will now use to facilitate additional agreements.
While fundamental differences of perspective remain between the AS granting community
colleges and the BS granting university programs, the mechanics for the creation of an academic
plan for community college students is now in place. With continued effort and good will, we
hope to be able to expand this effort considerably during 1994-1995.

Dean's Student Advisory Council
The Dean's Student Advisory Council enjoyed a most successful inaugural year. The group
provided valuable insights on matters ranging from academic honesty to communication issues.
The extraordinary efforts that many of our student organizations make to enhance the learning
experiences of their fellow students as well as to contribute to their communities was apparent in
student reports to the dean. Discussions with.departments following advisory sessions have
worked in a number of settings to enhance faculty efforts to support student initiatives and open
further lines of communication. The Advisory Council representative to the Provost's Council
has also assisted in the Provost's efforts to more effectively communicate with students. The
Advisory Council representative to the TIP committee did an outstanding job of assisting faculty
in the assessment of teaching portfolios.
During 1993-1994, students asked to increase the number of advisory sessions to 6 per year from
the previous two. Beginning in 1994-1995, additional sessions will be held. In addition, the
students requested expansion of the group to include graduate students. This suggestion has
already been implemented. Ultimately, a separate body may be established to represent graduate
students, given the more focused nature of their concerns and the manner in which they work
with department faculty.

Student Organizations
Student organizations have multiplied in recent years, reflecting enhanced support from college
faculty as well as the attraction of significant numbers of well-focused students into our
academic programs. Currently, the College supports the following organizations: Alpha Phi
Sigma (Criminal Justice Honors Society), American Society of Microbiology, American College
of Healthcare Executives, Lambda Alpha Epsilon (Criminal Justice), Medical Laboratory
Science Society, National Student Speech/Hearing Association, Nursing Students Association,
and the Organization of Student Radiologic Technologists.
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Student Awards Ceremony
The 1993-1994 Student Awards Ceremony recognized outstanding undergraduate and graduate
students from all of our departments. The importance of this event to student and their families
was evident in the filling of the Visual Arts Auditorium. This year's addition of College Alumni
Chapter representatives to the ceremonies created a sense of continuity both for the students and
the alumni representatives, who welcomed the graduating students into the University and
College Alumni Chapters.

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Majors

The attractiveness of CORP A degree programs continues to be reflected in increases in the
number of majors. By the end of 1994, approximately 3300 students were majoring in our
degree programs, about 13% of whom were graduate students. The total number of majors grew
by 23 % during the last year, with undergraduate growth proceeding at approximately twice the
pace of graduate student increases. The fastest growing undergraduate programs are
Communicative Disorders and Criminal Justice & Legal Studies. Communicative Disorders
added 150 undergraduate majors during 1993-1994, while Criminal Justice and Legal Studies
added approximately 85 students. Graduate student enrollment increased by approximately 20
students in both Communicative Disorders and Social Work.
A review of the last four years indicates that the number of majors in COHP A has grown by
13 9% during that period. The vast majority of that increase was in the area of undergraduate
students. The trend for that period was bifurcated: an increase in rate of growth at the
undergraduate level, which is now tapering off and slower growth in the graduate realm, which
is now increasing. Within the next two years, these patterns are expected to continue.
Full implementation of the MSW, the MSN and the MS in Criminal Justice is expected to greatly
increase the number of graduate students, while the growth in undergraduate students is expected
to stabilize to that of a level consistent with the rest of the university (Refer to Appendix A.,
Table I-III).
Student Credit Hours

Student credit hours increased by 34% during 1993-1994. Undergraduate numbers increased by
35%; graduate enrollment increased by 25%. The most significant growth was found in those
same departments that increased majors - Communicative Disorders, Criminal Justice and Legal
Studies, and Health Sciences. Between 1989 - 1990 and 1993-1994, sch in the college increased
154% - 160% at the undergraduate level and 103% at the graduate level. One the whole, credit
hour increases and increases in majors are running parallel. There is, however, a significantly
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greater increase in graduate sch than majors, reflecting an increase in graduate students enrolled
full time ( refer to Appendix A., Table IV-VI).

Graduates
The number of graduates produced by the college increased 22% during 1993-1994. The
number of graduates now produced by the college annually, roughly 1000, has doubled since
1989-1990 (Refer to Appendix A., Table VIl-VIV).

GRADUATE EDUCATION
During the last year the college made major strides in the enhancement of graduate program
offerings. The first class of Social Work graduate students were admitted to the program and
the MSW was admitted to candidacy. The Department of Nursing obtained BOR approval for
the MSN and the Department of Criminal Justice obtained BOR approval for the MS in Criminal
Justice. Both of these programs are to be implemented in Fall 1995.
Planning for the PhD in Public Affairs is well underway. With the arrival of Greg Frazer,
Chairperson of Health Services Administration, in the Fall of 1994, curriculum and budget
planning are expected to move from the realm of administrative to faculty action.
Both the Communicative Disorders and Molecular and Microbiology departments have also
expressed an interest in Ph.D. program development. Communicative Disorders has recently
hired a number of excellent new faculty and has discussed the potential of a joint degree program
with Florida State University. During 1994-1995, a planning group within the department is
expected to examine the diversity of issues related to doctoral program development. Molecular
and Microbiology is expecting to engage in further work with the Walt Disney Cancer Institute
and the UCF Drug Discovery Institute to facilitate doctoral program development.

Graduate Student Quality
During 1993-1994, programs were asked to carefully review their graduate admissions policies.
This request resulted from a review of GRE data from the Graduate admissions office, which
indicated that average GRE scores within various departments were significantly below
university averages. It was learned that some departments were advising students that they
"didn't have to wony about the GRE score because they would qualify for admission based on
their GP A." It was felt that this message may have discouraged students from attempting to do
well on the GRE. The shortsightedness of this advice was recognized and departments are now
encouraging students to take all admissions criteria seriously. This issue will continue to be
monitored in the coming years.
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Recruitment
All departments have been encouraged to recruit nationally at the graduate level. The goal of
such recruitment is to increase the number of foll time high quality graduates in each program.
Graduate program brochures are under development in each department. Social Work has
developed a particularly useful document that is serving as a guide to other units. During 1994199 5, state and regional recruitment events will be attended by College representatives as part of
the general recruitment plan. The College plans to work closely with the new Director of
Graduate Studies and Vice President for Research and Graduate Education in these initiatives.
At present, applications .for all programs are far outpacing available student seats. Social Work
and Communicative Disorders, both of which are accredited programs with defined facultystudent ratios, generally have between two and three times the number of applicants they can
accept.
This problem is particularly acute in Communicative Disorders, where the MS is required for
practice in the public schools and the number of undergraduates is far outpacing the number of
graduate student seats available. The department works carefully with the Central Florida
Coalition in its attempt to provide educational opportunities where they are most needed.

Graduate Council
During 1993-1994 the College Graduate Council was expanded to include representatives from
all departments anticipating graduate program implementation within the next year. The Council
requested that all curriculum and course review matters be transferred from the responsibility of
the Academic Affairs Committee to the Graduate Council. The Council now reviews all matters
related to curriculum, admissions policies, and student matters in the area of graduate education.

Fellowships
Fellowships were awarded in two departments: The Auzene Fellowship was awarded to Tiffany
Duras of Social Work. Research Incentive Minority Fellowships were awarded to Shakina
Bodley (Communicative Disorders) and to David Connelly and Gloria Solter (Social Work).

Graduate Assistantships
The limited availability of graduate assistantships poses a continuing problem for the college.
The problem is particularly acute for new programs. Because assistantships are allocated by the
university based on the number of assistantships awarded the previous year, departments that are
initiating graduate programs must draw on other resources in the college in order to begin the
accumulation of assistantships for future years. As a result, COHP A enrollment growth and the
development of new programs have left our students at a considerable disadvantage. The college
is responding to this by allocating as much funding as possible to graduate students to "prime the
pump," but the process is ultimately a slow and gradual one.
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RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP
During the last year scholarship within the college increased considerably. There were
approximately twice as many books and book chapters published as in the previous year, and a
20% increase in refereed publications. Paper presentations also increased by15% (refer to
Appendix B).
Criminal Justice and Legal Studies was the most prolific department, with three books, seven
book chapters and seven refereed publications recorded during 1993-1994. Public
Administration produced two books,' and Health Sciences one book; Nursing and Health
Sciences produced thirteen and ten refereed articles, respectively.
The explanations for this increase are varied, frequently reflecting the work of newly hired
faculty but also resulting from the efforts of several "re-energized" more senior faculty
members. The College has taken a number of steps to enhance this productivity. Department
chairs are asked to establish faculty development plans for each faculty member, and a number
of departments have produced explicit policies in support of scholarship and research.
Newly hired faculty all have excellent potential for research development. All such individuals
are offered reduced teaching loads in their first year in order to provide them with opportunities
to firmly establish their research agenda at the.same time they are developing their instructional
programs.
During 1993-1994, $10,000 was allocated to a competitive college research fund. The Faculty
Research Committee determined that these funds should be used to support faculty efforts
involving research assistants. Faculty interested in obtaining research support applied for the
funds, and were asked to provide a progress report at the end of the academic year to describe
their use of the funds and accomplishments.
During 1994-1995, departments will be asked to provide more fully explicated faculty
development plans, linking those plans to program development goals and objectives. The
enhancement of scholarly efforts will focus on the development of a focused research agenda for
each department that delineates the role of both publication and external funding in the
departmental mission. The college research fund will also be expanded if results of 1993-1994
are successful.

DIVERSITY INITIATIVES
Facuity Recruitment. The College identified procedures to enhance the recruitment of minorities
(Refer to Appendix C) and a checklist (Refer to Appendix C) designed to ensure that proper
procedures were followed in all searches. These procedures resulted in a significant increase in
the number of minority faculty interviewed (seven) and the number of offers made to minority
applicants (four). Two individuals accepted positions, one for 1994-1995 and one for 19951996.
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Student Recruitment and Retention. Student Recruitment activities are coordinated through the
central university office. Retention activities are at the discretion of the College. During 19931994, COHPA's minority mentorship program developed a series of activities to assist students
on probation or probation continued status. Workshops were developed to assist these students
and 312 letters were mailed to individuals inviting them to attend. About 10% of invitees
attended. Slightly less than half of those students were able to be removed from probation
within the academic year.
Other activities undertaken by the minority mentorship program included: individual
appointments with students in need, and the purchase of materials to facilitate student
advisement, covering topics such as financial management, time management and special issues
of the health professions. Mentors also coordinated with other advisement offices on campus to
make sure students in difficulty received the assistance they required. Also, on a regular basis,
mentors worked with drop in students not identified as in need.
For 1994-1995, a faculty member from the department of Nursing, Valerie Brown- Krimsley,
will be overseeing the minority mentorship program. Dr. Brown-Krimsley's dissertation
examined a variety of issues in minority student education, including classroom contexts, faculty
student interactions as well as advising needs. It is expected that the 1994-1995 program will be
broadened to reach more students not solely through attempts to work with those on academic
probation, but to educate faculty and other advisors on the particular concerns accompanying
minority status in an academic program.

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
The College has participated in numerous international professional activities during the 1993-94
academic year. Countries in which the college was engaged in activities included Columbia,
Chile, Germany, Guatemala, Micronesia, Portugal, Canada, Poland, Netherlands, Jordan,
Nicaragua, United Kingdom, Mexico, Kuwait, Dominican Republic, Australia, Sweden and
Norway.
International efforts and and activities within the college continue to expand. As departments
and programs become more actively involved with the international mission of the university,
the need for, and enrichment from these efforts stimulates further expansion of activities.
International activities ranged from presentation of professional papers to grant proposal
submissions, publications and consultation. Specific activities within the college over the past
year are listed below:
Sue Mahan (Criminal Justice) has been active with the Florida Columbia Partners
of the Americas and wrote a grant application with Dave Mozee (Criminal
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Justice) to establish a student exchange program with a Columbian university.
Dr. Mahan also traveled to Costa Rica last summer as a Kellog Fellow.
Dr. Daniel Hall (Criminal Justice) attended a workshop on Anthropology in
Micronesia and prepared an entry in the International F actbook of Criminal
Justice Systems: Federated States ofMicronesia, (edited by G. Newman), State
University ofNew York Press. Dr. Hall also submitted an in-house grant
proposal to study the legal system in Micronesia.
Dr. David Slaughter (Criminal Justice) is working with the University of Jena
(Germany) to develop an exchange program with that university.
Dr. Robert Denhardt (Public Administration) was invited to Portugal by the LusoAmerican Foundation to provide a series of presentations on quality and
productivity in government and to consult with members of the National
Committee on Administrative Reform. He was also invited to Canada to address
the national conference on the Institute of Public Administration of Canada. He
was invited to visit the Netherlands as a guest of the Catholic University of
Nijmegen, to present the keynote_address and workshops at a national conference
in the Hague and in Nijmegen.
Dr. Edward Suh (Social Work) consulted with the Ministry on Social Welfare in
Nicaragua. He is working on the development of an elective course on
international social welfare for the MSW program.
Dr. Dawn Brett (Social Work) is pursuing discussion initiated at the Annual
Meeting of the National Association of Social Workers that will allow for student
and faculty exchanges with a school of social work in the United Kingdom.
Dr. Ira Colby (Social Work) visited Mexico City as part of the Texas chapter of
the National Association of Social Workers partnership with Mexico.
The Department of Nursing participated in the Kuwait Nursing Project, in which
two nursing students from the University of Kuwait spent the summer of 1994
studying nursing in the United States.
Dr. Gina Giovinco (Nursing) serves as an active member of the Ethics Institute in
Holland and presented a professional paper at the Institute during the summer of
1994. She was invited to participate as a presenter and workshop leader at an
international conference in Jordan. A nursing student attended the conference in
Jordan with her and shared in one of the professional presentations.
Dr. Nilda Peragallo (Nursing) presented a professional paper at the Catholic
University of Chile.
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Dr. Sharon Koch-Parrish (Nursing) worked with the Dominican Foundations,
Inc.in Santa Domingo to complete an Assessment of Health and Educational
Needs of the Urban Poor and Formation of the Health/Education Model for
Delivery of Health Services. She also presented a professional paper at the First
International Conference on Nursing to be held in Australia.
Dr. Ermalynn Kiehl (Nursing) conducted research in Sweden and Norway
regarding birthing practices as compared with those in the United States. She also
serves as a member of the U.S.- Nordic Family Dynamics Nursing Project.
Dr. Roberta Gropper (Nursing) presented a professional paper at St.
Bartholomew, Princess Alexandra and Newham College ofNursing and
Midwifery in London in April.

PARTNERSHIPS AND OUTREACH
Leadership UCF
During 1993-1994 Leadership UCF was born (refer to Leadership UCF Program Materials in
Appendix D). Leadership UCF is a community leadership program for college juniors and
seniors. The 10 month course, developed by Dean Belinda McCarthy based on her experiences
in Leadership Orlando, was funded by a Strategic Planning Initiatives Grants and contributions
from each of the five colleges. The first class of students for the program will enroll in Fall
1994-1995.
Already featured in the Orlando Business Journal and the National Journal of Community
Leadership, the program is expected to offer significant opportunities for students with
demonstrated leadership potential to learn about the challenges facing their communities.
Through a capstone experience that provides direct involvement with community leaders and a
variety of experiential learning opportunities, students are able to get a "head start" on becoming
productive leaders in their communities ..

Area Campuses

In 1993-1994 a proposal was developed to unite all faculty lines and degree programs under the
colleges, replacing a system that had previously established separate budgets for each of the
programs residing on area campuses. This plan was designed to benefit the academic units by
encouraging campus wide planning and budgeting.
Already, some of the benefits of this model are beginning to appear. Several departments with
area campus programs have begun analyzing their course schedules, use of faculty lines and
program goals for their entire departments with a consistency of focus that was missing in the
past. Issues such as that of the role of resident faculty, particularly in programs that rotate
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faculty, are receiving particular attention. While it is anticipated that various logistical matters
will continue to demand attention as working relationships between colleges, departments and
area campuses are reordered, the long term benefit of this mo~el is self evident.
During 1993-1994, a search was conducted for the endowed Nursing chair at the Daytona Beach
campus. The search was begun late in the year, and Was unable to yield a successful candidate.
In 1994-1995, the position will be readvertised, and converted to a more traditional tenure track
position rather than the innovative multiyear contract attempted previously.
Dr. Robert Denhardt has been appointed Boardman Professor at Daytona Beach. He will be
conducting research and developing outreach activities in the area of environmental policy as
part of that appointment.
Demand for COHPA programs at the area campuses remains strong. Area campus directors will
be conducting needs assessments in 1994-1995 to identify additional programs that might be
offered at Brevard and Daytona campuses.

Program Advisory Council/ Development Council
When the College of Health was expanded with the addition of four "Public Affairs" units in
1989-1990, the College of Health Advisory Council remained focused on health issues. For
several years this organization worked well. Gradually, it became clear that (1) each department
needed an advisory group representing the professional community in their field; (2) the dean
needed an advisory group which provided input from professional communities in an
interdisciplinary fashion and (3) a college wide advisory was needed that could facilitate
development efforts and public relations.
The establishment of the department advisory groups was the first step in the process. By
midyear 1993-1994 each of the departments had established a group of local professionals that
had agreed to work with the program. The creation of the Dean's Professional Advisory Council
was the second step in this effort. Each department nominated an individual who was actively
working with their program to serve on a college wide advisory group. During 1993-1994 this
group provided excellent input for program planning, particularly in regard to potential
interdisciplinary projects in which departments might engage.
During 1994-1995, efforts will be made to establish a college wide advisory group for the
purpose of fundraising and public relations. The new College development officer will work
\Vith selected members from the original College of Health Advisory group who are interested in
development and public relations, while other members of that group interested in curriculum
development will be encouraged to work with department efforts. Individuals interested in the
Public Affairs development and fundraising agenda will be solicited to join the newly formed
council.
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Health Academies
Health Academies were established at both Apopka High School and Seminole High School
during 1992-1993. Planning began that year, and students were admitted for the first class
during 1993-1994. During this year activities with Apopka High school included - attending a
UCF football game and UCF assistance in a trip to EPCOT; high school faculty visited UCF and
met with selected College faculty; and 28 students visited UCF and had hands on experiences in
the Communicative Disorders Clinic, the Respiratory Therapy laboratory and the Nursing
practice laboratory. A dual enrollment course, Introduction to Allied Health, is planned for the
Fall with Apopka High School.
Activities with Seminole High School included curriculum consultation, family night, campus
visit by over 90 students and 11 teachers with experiences in Social Work, Respiratory Therapy,
Communicative Disorders, HIV-AIDS Institute, Molecular and Microbiology, and Nursing.
Plans include involvement of more UCF faculty and UCF students in the Academies and the
offering of additional courses for dual enrollment.

Alumni Professional Achievement Award and Luncheon
The first Annual Alumni Professional Achievement Awards Luncheon was held during
Homecoming 1993. Each department nomim~ted a graduate whose outstanding achievements
merited recognition. The recipients brought their spouses and coworkers to the luncheon and
received tributes from their fonner faculty. The event signified for the college and for those
alumni attending the true meaning of homecoming. The success of the event was such that the
University Alumni Office decided to move university alumni recognition events to that same
homecoming period.

Alumni Chapters
The development of College Alumni Chapters has proceeded slowly at UCF. With the advent of
College development officers, these efforts have begun to expand. For the College of Health and
Public Affairs, it was difficult to detennine exactly how to facilitate such growth. While a few
departments wished to establish individual organizations, the prospect of nine separate entitites
was more than the College Development Officer felt she could successfully coordinate. Over the
last year, the reasonableness of two organizations, one for health professions alumni and one for
public affairs alumni gradually took shape. Alumni themselves basically made the decision,
when a few department efforts fell short of expectations due to lack of coordination and when
employment situations (which, for example, generally bring all health professions alumni
together in hospital settings) created opportunities for mutual endeavors from which a wide
variety of alumni could benefit.
While the two alumni chapters are still fledgling efforts, they do provide a mechanism for each
group of alumni to serve the university and engage in service activities to the community as well.
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Logo
One of the greatest challenges for a diverse academic unit like Health and Public Affairs is the
need to communicate the richness and diversity of our efforts while at the same time presenting a
coherent image to the rest of the university and community at large. The College had worked on
the development of a logo for some time and eventually engaged the assistance of
Communication Associates to bring the project to completion. The final product, which appears
on the cover of this document, was selected by the department chairs after viewing a number of
graphic images. It was presented to the faculty for final adoption and the response was
extremely positive. The scales ofjustice, representing law, and criminal and social justice; the
caduceus, which represents health care givers; the microscope, which reflects our scientific
interests; and the capitol dome, the international symbol of government in a democracy -- are
organized around the Pegasus, reflecting both our diversity and our unity around university
objectives.

FUND RAISING
Fundraising significantly expanded over previous years in 1993-1994. The Bert Fish Foundation
Chair in Nursing was completed, leaving the department ready to recruit a senior faculty member
with a $1 million dollar endowment in 1994-1995. Additional multi-year pledges were also
received by the Nursing Department from ORHS, for the Nursing Administration MS program
and Mathews Orthopaedic, for the Family Nurse practice program. These gifts of $75,000 and
$3 5, 000 annually will greatly assist in the development of these graduate programs.
Another $100, 000 was pledged for the PT program. These funds were used primarily for
enhancement of library resources, but also were used to provide equipment for faculty research.,
Gifts in kind to the College reach $200,000 during 1993-1994, primarily reflecting contributions
to Molecular and Microbiology, Physical therapy and Health Sciences Departments
Health and Public Affairs managed to achieve a 78% participation rate in the University's United
Way Campaign. This accomplishment was highlighted in UCF's efforts to demonstrate to the
community the interactive nature of local philanthropy.
To facilitate fundraising efforts, a college brochure highlighting faculty achievements and
program quality was planned during 1993-1994. Work on the brochure is now in progress. The
materials developed are expected to facilitate the task of communicating the mission and goals of
the College to prospective donors.
With the hiring of the new College Development officer, completion of the College brochure,
planning for scholarship solicitation and the development of a strategic fund raising plan will be
the next order of business in 1993-1994.
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INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION
In an evolving and developing College, nothing stays completely the same for long. During
1993-1994, we established a separate department of Health Services Administration, and applied
for School status for Nursing and Social Work. Out severe space problems received some relief,
through the development and execution of a plan to move the Communicative Disorders Clinic
and two Molecular and ~crobiology labs off campus to the Research Park. The College
Advising Center, Instructional Resources Center and the Departments of Public Administration
and Criminal Justice & Legal Studies all benefited from these moves in terms of new and/or
expanded space.

The UCF IDV-AIDS Institute was moved off campus, and the AIDS educator received a part
time assignment in the Student Health Center, an arrangement which seems to have worked to
the best interests of the faculty member, her department, and Student Affairs. Leadership issues
were addressed in a number of departments, and faculty evaluations throughout the college were
brought more in line with university standards. Personnel issues and grievances were reduced
across the college and high faculty morale was recognized by both the president and provost on
visits to our programs.
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PLANS FOR 1994-1995
The focus for 1994-1995 will be on:

I.
II.
ID.
IV.

Academic Program Quality Enrichment, through the planning, implementation
and enrichment of degree programs.
Continued Development of Research and Scholarship Development
Careful Enrollment Management at Undergraduate and Graduate Levels
Selected Outreach Activities.

During the next year, the college will continue and enrich teaching enhancement and advising
student services activities. Grade inflation and other quality issues will continue to be addressed
in selected programs. Planning for the Master's in Nursing and Criminal Justice will proceed in
anticipation of enrollment of the first classes in 1994-1995. Curriculum development for the
Ph.D. in Public Affairs will also get underway, following the arrival of the new Chair of Health
Services Administration. The M.S.W. will receive its final accreditation review. Both
Communicative Disorders and Molecular and Microbiology will begin examining strategies for
Ph.D. program development.
Leadership UCF will be implemented with the enrollment of the first class. Fundraising
activities for that program will be undertaken by the new college development officer. Faculty
searches will be undertaken in most departments, to fill vacancies, to provide for enrollment
growth and to staff newly approved degree programs. Chair searches will be undertaken for
Nursing and Physical Therapy. Faculty development efforts will be undertaken both at the
College level and the department level. The goal is to identify a niche in the department or
college for each faculty member;
The new Development officer will begin developing a proposal for scholarship solicitation.
Efforts will be made to resolve problems in distance learning in the "pilot" department, expand
distance learning to other units and increase the utilization of distance learning for the college.
Workshops will be conducted with area campuses to resolve transitional issues of administration,
develop a two year plan for program development and define expectations for outreach,
administrative and faculty activities. Dean's office reorganization will continue, with the goal of
achieving smooth accomplishment of routine tasks and a ready grasp of the "big picture."
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DEPARTMENT SUMMARIES
Communicative Disorders
The priorities of the department of Communicative Disorders are as follows:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

To prepare Florida's most competent Speech Language Pathologists
Maintaining accreditation by ASHA, while at the same time developing coursework that
reflects current trends in the field
To continue to develop research areas that will motivate student involvement with our
faculty.
To maintain our presence in off-campus settings and develop new delivery methods so as
to improve quality while maintaining adequate enrollment
To continue to enjoy a caring relationship with our students and to maintain these
relationships with them after they are placed in professional settings.
To continue the recruitment and retention programs directed toward minorities.

Communicative Disorders continued to experience record undergraduate enrollment growth.
Anticipated hires in the department will permit the expansion of the graduate program, a
necessity since the MS is required for practice. Large classes have been introduced to meet
enrollment demand. At this point there is no indication that program quality has suffered as a
result of this effort, but it has been necessary to reduce the number of one-to one- clinic hours ..
Three new faculty were added to the department during 1993-1994. As in Criminal Justice and
Legal Studies, they included one newly minted Ph.D. and two more senior faculty members.
The individuals are expected to make major contributions to the scholarly development of
Communicative Disorders as well as to assist in meeting enrollment pressures.
Curriculum revisions continue at the undergraduate and graduate level to reflect changes in
practice needs. Instructional quality is assessed through the use of student evaluations, national
certification, exit interviews, and alumni surveys conducted every five years. Multicultural
considerations have been integrated into the curriculum through coverage in each course.
The Speech Pathology Clinic will be relocated to the Research Park in the Fall of 1994. This
effort has required extensive attention to architectural plans. The new facility represents a
significant improvement in facility quality and size, and will permit us to serve significantly
more patients under better circumstances.
The Central Florida consortium appears to be the strongest in the state. It has recognized the
department's efforts to increase graduate enrollments and benefited from department input in
public school planning.

Dr. David Ratusnik was made a fellow of the American Speech and Hearing Association. The
department now has four fellows on its faculty.
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Criminal Justice and /Le2al Studies
The Criminal Justice/Legal Studies Department established five goals for 1993-1994:
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

To manage the growth of the programs in a manner that did not compromise quality
To complete the work necessary for planning and implementation of the Master's degree
program in Criminal Justice.
To complete searches for three new faculty
To continue the process of curriculum revision
To improve the scholarly productivity of faculty

To accomplish the above, the department undertook an assessment of student demand and
increased course offerings. Two video courses and intensive weekend sections were added to
the curriculum. Student evaluations and exit interviews indicated that student needs were being
successfully met by these efforts. Although adjuncts instructors are an important element of the
department's effort to meet student needs, a plan is being devised to reduce the proportion of
course taught by adjunct faculty.
The feasibility & planning and implementation documents for the Master of Science in Criminal
Justice were submitted for BOR review in January and July. At the July meeting the
implementation document was approved. The first class of students will enroll in Fall 1995.
During 1994-1995, the department will focus on recruitment and admissions efforts to ensure a
high quality body of graduate students.
Three faculty were hired, one newly minted Ph.D. and two with established records of teaching
and research.
Curriculum revision continued in Legal Studies in an effort to further develop the prelaw
element of the program. A minor in Legal Studies was approved and established at Daytona
Beach. The Criminal Justice program continued its increased emphasis on research, with an
introduction of an enhanced methods course and computer instruction. The program submitted a
request for movement from B.A. to B.S. status to reflect this change. The Criminal Justice
internship was reduced from nine to six hours, reflecting an increased emphasis on academic
coursework. A minor in Criminal Justice was approved and implemented at all three campuses.
A student advisory board was established in the department, and student input was sought on a
variety of department matters. A student honor society, Alpha Phi Sigma was established in
Criminal Justice, and a proposal for an honors course was submitted to the University Honors
Committee. The Criminal Justice Student organization, LAE, continues to be one of the largest
and most active in the United States. Student evaluations, exit interviews and teaching portfolios
were utilized to evaluate faculty instructional efforts
Faculty scholarship increased enormously in 1993-1994. The department produced five books,
nine book chapters and eight refereed journal articles during that time.
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Health Sciences/Health Services Administration
This was a significant year for the Health Sciences department, because it witnessed the split of
the unit into two new departments - Health Services Administration, composed of undergraduate
and graduate programs in Health Services Administration and an undergraduate program in
Health Information Management and Health Sciences, composed of undergraduate programs in
Respiratory Therapy and Radiologic Sciences. The split was undertaken to achieve a clearer
focus for each of the academic units. The Health Services Administration program focuses on
policy, administration and management issues in health care, while the Health Sciences
Department is an Allied Health unit which is clinically focused.
To facilitate this separation, the Health Sciences faculty studied curriculum issues, course
assignments, budget issues, and decided to use an existing vacancy in the program to recruit a
new Chair for the Health Services Administration program. One additional line allocated to
meet enrollment growth, was also required to provide adequate coverage of curriculum needs in
Health Administration. Health Services Administration is expected to work toward AUPHA
accreditation in the near future.
The new chairperson of Health Services Administration is Greg Frazer. Mike Sweeney will
continue to chair Health Sciences. The transition from one department to two was accomplished
with great effort, but in an extremely collegial manner, due to the fine efforts of all involved
parties.
During 1993-1994, Health Sciences faculty also worked to reduce attrition rates and increase
recruitment.
Health Sciences is leading the way for the college with distance learning efforts. Although
university infrastructure, in terms of both technology and support services, is extremely limited,
the department is now offering video and interactive instruction. Health Services Administration
students have been given e-mail accounts to facilitate their interaction with faculty and the result
appears to include greater enthusiasm and interest in course subject matter.
Radiologic Sciences participated in a mock site visit for accreditation in preparation for their full
site visit in Fall 1994. After years of effort and many bureaucratic impediments, Respiratory
Therapy established an articulation agreement with Seminole Community College.
Student growth in Health Services Administration has been considerable, justifying the
expansion of faculty undertaken this year. Research efforts in the department were also notable
this year - Dan Crittenden was named the College's Researcher of the Year. Lou Aciemo's book,
The History of Cardiology, has been very well received both here and abroad.
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Molecular and Microbioloey
Molecular and Microbiology reviewed all course offerings at the undergraduate and graduate
levels at their annual retreat. Current needs are for coursework in microbial and molecular
genetics. The two new hires anticipated for 1994-1995 will be expected to meet those needs.
The department has entered into a productive partnership with the Walt Disney Cancer Institute.
WDCI researchers are supporting graduate students and will be teaching two courses for the
department in 1994-1995. Research faculty from the institute participate in all elements of
program operation, including thesis direction, faculty searches and curriculum review.
In 1993-1994 the Chemistry Department developed a proposal for a Drug Discovery Institute to
be funded by the State of Florida and endowments from the Florida Hospital Foundation. .
Molecular and Microbiology faculty worked on this proposal, which will fund interdisciplinary
efforts between UCF faculty and the Walt Disney Cancer Institute. If funded, the proposal
should generate additional lines for the Molecular and Microbiology program.
The Medical Lab Science program was successfully reaccredited during the summer of 1994.
The site visitor was extremely positive in her comments about the program, echoing those of the
professionals in the community who participated in the review.
Instructional quality in M&M is measured primarily through the use of student evaluations. The
department undertook its first survey of graduates this year, which is expected to yield valuable
insight into student learning outcomes.
Drs. Michael Sweeney and Roseann White received an NSF instructional equipment grant for
almost $50,000 during 1993-1994.
Nursini:

The Department ofNursing's plan for 1993-1994 was:
1)
To continue excellence in undergraduate education
To develop computer assisted instruction techniques in the Department
2)
3)
To address selected curriculum issues.
4)
To develop a proposal for implementation of the MS in Nursing.
5)
To develop a plan for the recruitment, retention, and progression of all students with
particular attention to the needs of those who are ethnically disadvantaged
6)
To promote research and scholarly activities of the faculty,
7)
Enhance communication, internally and externally, within the department and the
community.
The department engaged in a significant number of program evaluation efforts in 1993-1994.
Every course was evaluated, and discussions held with every faculty member regarding
individual
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efforts. Nursing's Mary Lou Noll received the College's Teacher of the Year Award. Nursing
students received a 93 % pass rate on National Board Examinations.
The department's most significant achievement is the approval of the M.S. in Nursing proposal
by the Board of Regents. The department will implement the program in Fall 1995, offering
degree tracks in Family Nurse Practice and Nursing Administration. Enrollment demand for the
programs are expected to be intense.

In addition, the department achieved the support of Matthew Orthopaedic Clinic and Orlando
Regional Health Care System for two faculty lines in the new graduate program. These
resources will greatly enhance the success of the graduate programs. Orlando Regional also
extended its support for the RN-BSN program (another faculty line) for another year. Funding
for the Bert Fish endowed chair was also completed in 1993-1994, pennitting the initiation of a
search in the Fall of 1994.
Nursing faculty significantly increased their scholarly activity in 1993-1994. Four grants were
submitted and 14 articles published during this period. International activity was also
considerable, with partnerships and international activities involving Kuwait, Holland, Chile,
Guatemala, Australia, Sweden, Norway, Jordan and Great Britain.
In addition to numerous ongoing service actiyities, the department began working with the
Tangelo Park Project in 1994. This project will provide intensive human services to a small
disadvantaged community in conjunction with Harris Rosen's commitment of a college or
vocational school scholarship to all high school graduates in the community.

Nursing applied for School status toward the end of 1993-1994. School status requires
permission from the legislature, which is expected to be granted in Spring 1995.

Public Administration
During 1993-1994, the Public Administration department focused on curriculum revision and
faculty evaluation procedures. Inspired in part by SACS, the department created a committee to
review undergraduate and graduate course offerings. Areas of particular interest include the
department's research requirements and elective offerings. Review activities have included
surveying both current students and alumni. Approved changes to the undergraduate curriculum
are expected to be introduced in the 1995-1996 catalog.
A second committee has focused on the criteria used to evaluate faculty efforts in teaching,
service and research. Recommended changes in the criteria are expected to be in place by 19941995.
The department continued to utilize exit interviews and student evaluations in addition to the
capstone course required as part of the :MP A program.
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This year the department engaged in a significant number of community and professional service
activities. The department hosted the annual meeting of the National Association of Schools of
Public Affairs and Administration and engaged in extensive work with the Florida City/County
Managers Association.
Research activity within the department continued at a high level. Faculty produced three
refereed articles, ten book chapters and revised two books during 1993-1994.
The Public Administration department completed a SUS program review in 1993-1994.
Recommendations focused on a variety of issues confronting the department, including space
limitations, diversity initiatives and faculty salaries. While the salary compression remedies
have addressed some of the later concern, enhancement funding from the College and the
Department's move to new offices should address the former issues. The departments has also
indicated an interest in improving communications and pursuing accreditation.

Physical Therapy
The department of Physical Therapy had two major goals for 1993-1994:
( 1) Graduation of its first class of physical therapy students and
(2) Successful completion of the accreditation site visit and subsequent approval by APT A.
Both goals were achieved. Physical Therapy was successfully accredited during the Spring of
1994 for a period of five years and the first class of students graduated from the university in
August. The accomplishments occurred under the direction of Interim Chair Richard Talbott.
Department searches for new faculty and a chairperson were unsuccessful, due to the tremendous
demand for Physical Therapy faculty and administrators and the department's focus on hiring
o~y well qualified faculty. The searches will continue next academic year.
A number of programmatic adjustments were made during the year. Feedback from the
accreditors, students and professionals in the community led to the development of an orientation
and mentoring program for adjuncts to enhance the quality of their instruction. Curriculum
reviews are being undertaken to ensure that a proper balance is struck between the psychosocial
and basic science aspects of the curriculum.
The Physical Therapy Partnership continues to support the program both financially and
pro grammatically. A steering committee of PT professionals was established to assist the "out of
field" interim chair in the management of curriculum and professional issues.
Demand for the physical therapy program continues to be strong. The department works with
the college advising office to assist in student orientation efforts. Within the next few years,
when faculty ranks are full, the program expects to increase student admissions to approximately
42 students. This increase will require renovation of existing space to permit the expansion of
laboratory facilities.
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During 1993-1994. The SUS conducted a special review of all PT programs in the state. It was
recommended that additional program expansion be put on hold until existing programs can be
adequately supported. It also recommended movement toward entry level MS programs and the
development of faculty practice plans. The department strongly supports these
recommendations.

Social Work
Priorities for the department for 1993-1994 included implementation of the MSW, faculty
expansion and continued movement toward MSW accreditation.
1993-1994 was an extremely busy year for the department of Social Work. Following program
approval in 1993, the department refined their graduate curriculum and admitted their first class
of graduate students. Three new faculty were hired, and as in Criminal Justice and Legal Studies
and Communicative Disorders, the new hires included two junior and one senior faculty
member. The department also completed a program for the BSW and a report for candidacy for
the MSW. Two hundred and eighty three individuals applied for the 80 vacancies in the 1994 1995 class. The department applied for school status, which is expected to be granted during the
next academic year.

In January the department assumed administrative responsibility for the university's Gerontology
Certificate program. The program was reorganized and additional materials were prepared for
the students.
The Social Work Advisory Council was restructured to emphasize community linkages, and
student recruitment and fundraising subcommittees were formed. The Social Work Alumni
chapter organized a reunion for Fall 1993.
Teaching evaluations included assessment of course syllabi, student evaluations, individual
meetings with faculty, conferences with students and exit interviews. Autumn Grice, a SW
graduating senior was named "Student Social Worker of the Year" by the Florida Chapter of the
NASW.
Extramural efforts within the department increased considerably in 1993-1994. More than a
dozen grant applications were submitted by the department during this year to agencies such as
the Boys and Girls Club of Orlando, Area Network on Homelessness, Coalition for the
Homeless, Kids in the Park, etc.
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0
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COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
PRESENTATION
Pitter-Marshall, HEDRICK, PARKER and Malone. "Comparative Survey
of Male-Female Salaries of University Chairs of Graduate
Programs in Communicative Disorders". ASHA, Nov. 1993.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
BOOKS
HALL, D.
"Administrative Law", Delmar/Lawyers Cooperative
Publishing 1994 332 pp.
PYLE, R.

"Family Law", Delmar/Lawyers Cooperative, 1994.

MONOGRAPHS
HOLTEN, G. and Handberg, R.
"Reforming Florida's Sentencing
Guidelines", Butterworth Publishers, 1993.

REFEREED ARTICLES
BAST,

c. "Active Learning Strategy: Student Organized Business
10", Journal of Paralegal Education and Practice, 1994.

BAST,

c. "A solution to the Evaluation Dilemma", Journal of
Paralegal Education and Practice, volume 11, 1994.

BAST,

c. "Group Work Makes st~dents Responsible", The Second
Draft, vol 9 no. 2, 1994.

GRISET, P.
"Determinate Sentencing and the High Cost of
Overblown Rhetoric:
The New York Experience", Crime and
Delinquency, October 1994.
LANIER, M. with Carter, D.
"Applying Computer Simulation to
Forecast Homicide Rates", In Journal of Criminal Justice,
21, 5, 467-479, 1993.
LANIER, M.
"Correlates of Condom use Among Incarcerated
Adolescents in a Rural State", accepted for publication in
Criminal Justice and Behavior.
LANIER, M.
"An Evolutionary Female Police Topology", Women and
Criminal Justice, accepted for publication.
NON-REFEREED ARTICLES
BAST,

c.

Writing Your Contracts in Plain English, Illinois Bar
Journal, 11 431, 1993. "The Plight of the Minority
Motorist" in a Special Symposium Issue of the New York Law
School Law Review.

BOOK CHAPTERS
"Foundations of Criminal Law and Procedure" in
HALL, D.
Paralegal and American Law, edited by Delmar/Lawyers
Cooperative Publishing, 1994.

HALL, D.
"An overview of Administrative Law" in Paralegal in
American Law edited by Schneidman, L. Delmar/Lawyers
cooperative Publishing, 1994.
HALL, D.
"Federated States of Micronesia", accepted for
publication in G. Newman, International Factbook of
criminal Justice Systems, State University of New York at
Albany press.
LANIER, M.
"A Pseudo-mentor For Criminal Justice and Criminology
Graduate Students", In Inside Jobs: A student's Guide to
criminal Justice Careers (Stuart Henry, edited) Sheffield
Publishing, 1994.
LANIER, M.
"Preparing For Jobs in Academia. In Stuart Henry,
· edited, Inside Jobs", A students Guide to Criminal Justice
Careers, Sheffield Publishing, 1994.
LANIER, M.
"Community Placing on University Campuses: Tradition,
Practices and Outlooks". In Campus Crime: Legal, Social
and Policy Issues, John Sloan and Bonnie Fisher, (editors)
Charles Thomas Publishing.
MAHAN, s.
"Community Corrections for Spouse Abusers" (with Lori
L. Olsta) in Innovative Trends and Specialized Strategies in
Community-based Corrections, in Charles B. Fields, Ed. N.Y.
Garland Publishing 1994.
PAPER PRESENTATIONS (INTERNATIONAL OR NATIONAL)
"Student Organized Businesses: A Vehicle for Teaching
BAST, c.
the Partnerships and Corporations Class", presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Association for Paralegal
Education, Memphis, Tennessee. October 1993.
GRISET, P.
"Controlling Time Served: Comparing Determinate and
Indeterminate Sentencing Systems", Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences, Chicago, IIllinois March 1994.
GRISET, P.
"Correctional and Time Served: A Case Study of New
York, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Chicago,
Illinois, March 1994.
LANIER, M.
"Officers Attitudes Toward's Community Policing",
Annual Meeting for the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences,
Chicago, Ill., March 1994.

MAHAN, s.

"Self Concept of Men Who Batter", American Society of
Criminology, Phoenix, AZ., November 1993.

MAHAN, s.

"How Women support a Crack Cocaine Habit", Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences, Chicago, Ill, March 1994.

McCARTHY, B.
"Ethical Perspectives of Criminal Justice
Students", Southern Association of Criminal Justice,
Charleston, South Carolina, October 1993.
McCARTHY, B.
"Academic Program Reviews in Criminal Justice:
Florida Experience", Southern Association of Criminal
Justice, Charleston, South Carolina, October 1994.

The

McCARTHY, B.
"Ethical Perspectives of Police Officers", Academy
of Criminal Justice Sciences, Chicago, Illinois, March 1994.

PAPER PRESENTATIONS (State)
BECKER, D.
"Private Security Industry in the Public Criminal
Justice System", at the 1003 Southeastern Conference for
Public Administration at Cocoa Beach, Florida, October 6-8,
1993.
GRISET, P.
''Crime and the Media", Southern Conference on
Corrections, Orlando, Florida, April, 1994.
McCARTHY, B.
"Research Issues in Community Corrections", Florida
Community Corrections Association, Orlando, FL. June 12,
1994.

GRANT ACTIVITY
McCARTHY, GRISET and LANIER along with Colby {Social Work) and
Aristigueta (P.A.) submitted a grant proposal to Orange
County Corrections to do an evaluation/outcome study of
programs. Funded app. $25,000.
BAST,

c. and RANSFORD, P., "Exploring Cultural Value Conflicts
Through Film" submitted to the American Bar Association.

BAST, C., GRISET, P., LANIER, M., MAHAN, S.- College Research
travel grants to deliver papers at professional conferences.
Funded.
HALL, D. DSR In House Proposal-To Study the Roles of Traditional
Leaders and the Law in Micronesia. Not funded.

HEALTH SCIENCES
BOOKS
ACIERNO, L.
"History of Cardiology". Parthenon
Publishing Group, Ltd., London and New York, March, 1994

BARR,

c., and YOUMANS, K. "Systems Analysis" chapter in book
entitled Health Information Management, published by W.B.
Saunders Co. Chapter (135 pages); submitted 4/1/94, accepted
for publication.

PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS

National/International (Refereed)
BARR,

BARR,

BARR,

c., Allen, Bernie "The Impact of Automated Medical
Record Tracking Systems on the Ability to Reduce Staff",
Journal of the American Health Information Management
Association, Vol. 64, Sept. 1993, Pages 74-78.

c.

"The Kuwait Project", Journal of the American Health
Information Management Association, Vol. 65, March, 1994,
Pages 50-51 ..

c.

"A Case Study on Hospital Statistics" The Case Study
Workbook of the Assembly of Education of the American Health
Information Management Association in July 1993.

CRITTENDEN, D. and Johnson, D.S. "Intraocular Pressure and
Mechanical Ventilation", Optometry and Vision Science, Vol.
70, 1993, Pgs. 523-527.
LYTLE, J.S., B.V., Youmans, K.G., "The Transformation of
Electronic Classrooms of the Future", Journal of the
American Association of Health Information Management, Vol.
65, No. 3. Pgs. 31-33.
LYTLE, J.S., Lytle, B.V., Youmans, K.G. "Hand-held and Pen-based
Computing:
Empowering Technology for the Computer-based
Patient Record", Journal of the American Association of
Health Information Management; Vol. 64, No 9. Pgs. 68-73.
YOUMANS, K.G.
"Birth Order and Leadership Skills", Journal of
AHIMA, Vol. 64, No. 8, August, 1993, Pgs. 44-46.
YOUMANS, K.G., Lytle, B., Lytle, S. "Hand-held and Pen-based
Computing:
Empowering Technology for the Computer-based
Patient Record", Journal of AHIMA, Vol. 64, No. 9, Pgs. 6870, 72, September, 1993.

YOUMANS, K.G., and Youngblood, A.
"The Florida Health and
Insurance Reform Act of 1993", Journal of AHIMA, Vol. 65,
No. 1, Pgs. 36, 38-39, January, 1994.
YOUMANS, K.G., Lytle, B., Lytle, s.
"The Transformation of
Education:
Electronic Classrobms of the Future", Journal of
AHIMA, Vol. 65, No. 3, Pgs. 31-33.
REGIONAL (Refereed)
BARR,

c. ed. Florida Legal Manual, Florida Health Information
Management Association, June, 1993.

NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL (NON-REFEREED)
REGIONAL (NON-REFEREED)
YOUMANS, K.G.
"Medical/Legal Guide to Health Care Records in
Florida, FHIMA, June, 1993.
PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS
NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL (REFEREED)
BARR,

c. Acted as the facilitator for two separate issues groups
at the House of Delegates of the American Health Information
Management Association Annual meeting.

REGIONAL (REFEREED)
BARR,

c. Presentation at the Florida Health Information
Management Association's Annual Meeting on "The Southeastern
Health Information Management Association - What is it, and
Why Should You Belong?" June, 1993.

YOUMANS, K.G. Abstract:
"Birth Order and Leadership Skills",
Dictaphone Client Group, FHIMA meeting, Innisbrook, Florida,
June, 1994.
NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL (NON-REFEREED)
WORRELL, L.T., "Alternative Communication Devices in the Clinical
Setting", Florida Society for Respiratory Care Annual
Meeting, June 1994.
REGIONAL

(NON~REFEREED)

DRUMHELLER, O.J.
"Task Force 2000 and the Future of Respiratory
Care in Florida" at FSRC Annual Seminar, Jacksonville,
Florida, June 3, 1993.

DRUMHELLER, O.J.
FSRC/AAARC Update at the 2nd Annual
Breathtaking Blues Breaker Seminar at Saddlebrook, Tampa,
Florida, July 17, 1993.
EDWARDS, THOMAS J. III. "Articulation Amon Certificate,
Associate and Baccalaureate Degree Programs on the State
Level." Annual Meeting, Florida Society of Radiologic
Technologists (FSRT) Ft. Lauderdale, May 22, 1993.
EDWARDS, THOMAS J. III. "Changes in Credentialing Requirements
for Radiographers" Fall Workshop, Central Florida Society
of Radiologic Technologists (CFSRT) Orlando, October 9,
1993.
LYTLE, J. STEPHEN.
"Automation in the Social Services."
Presented to the Florida Convention of the Catholic Social
Services on October 29, 1993 in Naples, Florida.
GRANTS

FUNDED
BARR, C.

AHEC Grant $2,400.

DRUMHELLER, O.J., AHEC Grant $3,000.
EDWARDS, T.J. and WELKER, PATRICIA, AHEC Grant $2,700.

SUBMITTED NOT FUNDED
CRITTENDEN, D.J., Laser NIH $35,000 awaiting decision
YOUMANS, K.G.
"Authorization reference listing", AHIMA Assembly
on Education Case study Manual. Nonrefereed, national.
Will be published in July, 1994.

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS
NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL (REFEREED)
BARR,

c. Acted as the facilitator for two separate issues groups
at the House of Delegates of the American Health Information
Management Association Annual meeting.

BARR,

c. Presentation at the Florida Health Information
Management Association's Annual Meeting on "The Southeastern
Health Information Management Association - What is it, and
Why Should You Belong?" June, 1993.

YOUMANS, K.G. Abstract: "Birth order and Leadership Skills",
Dictaphone Client Group, FHIMA meeting, Innisbrook, Florida,
June, 1993.

NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL (NON-REFEREED)
WORRELL, L.T., "Alternative Communication Devices in the Clinical
setting", Florida Society for Respiratory Care Annual
Meeting, June 1994.
REGIONAL (NON-REFEREED)
DRUMHELLER, O.J. Task Force 2000 and the Future of Respiratory
Care in Florida" at FSRC Annual Seminar, Jacksonville,
Florida, June 3, 1993.
DRUMHELLER, O.J. FSRC/AARC Update at the 2nd Annual Breathtaking
Blues Breaker Seminar at Saddlebrook, Tampa, Florida, July
17, 1993.
EDWARDS, THOMAS J. III.
"Articulation Among Certificate,
Associate and Baccalaureate Degree Programs on the State
Level." Annual Meeting, Florida Society of Radiologic
Technologists (FSRT) Ft. Lauderdale, May 22, 1993.
EDWARDS, THOMAS J. III.
"Changes in Credentialing Requirements
for Radiographers" Fall Workshop, Central Florida Society
of Radiologic Technologists (CFSRT) Orlando 9, 1993.
LYTLE, s.
"Automation in the Social Services." Presented to the
Florida Convention of the Catholic Social Services on
October 29, 1993 in Naples, Florida.
FUNDED
GRANTS

BARR, C.

AHEC Grant $2,400.

DRUMHELLER, O.J.

AHEC Grant $3,000.

EDWARDS, T.J. AND WELKER, P.

AHEC Grant $2,700.

SUBMITTED, NOT FUNDED
CRITTENDEN, D.J. Laser NIH $35,000 awaiting decision.
CRITTENDEN, D.J.

Symph. nerve NIH $75,000 awaiting decision.

EDWARDS, T.J. and LYTLE, s., et al.
Training 3.5 million, ARPA.

SAIC-ARPA- Simulation

WORKSHOPS
ACIERNO, L.
1994.

"Cardiology Update" at Contemporary Hotel, January,

OTHER

yoUMANS, K.
Co-Editor, FHIMA Medical/legal Guide to Health Care
Records in Florida, June 1993.
YOUMANS, K.
Reviewer for new book "ICD-9-CM coding Handbook for
Physician Practices'', Aspen Publications, June, 1993.
YOUMANS, K. Reviewer for proposed new book on "Healthcare
Financial Management", Delmar Publishers, August, 1993.
YOUMANS, K.
Guest Editor, "Journal of AHIMA, September, 1993,
Vol. 64, No. 9.
YOUMANS, K.
Guest Editor, "Journal of AHIMA, March, 1994, Vol
65, No. 3
YOUMANS, K.
Reviewer of proposed new book "CPT" coding", Delmar
Publishers, April, 1994.

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND MICROBIOLOGY
RESEARCH
PUBLICATIONS
THORNTON, D.
edited Chapter 4 - Enzymes and Chapter 7 - proteins
in "The Illustrated Guide to Diagnostic Tests", published by
the Springhouse Corporation 1994.
Chelius, M.K. and WODZINSKI, R.J. Strain improvement of
"Aspergillus Niger for
Phytase Production". Applied
microbiology and biotechnology 1994
Vanderspool, M.C., Kaplan, D.T., McCollum,T.G., and WODZINSKI,
R.J.
"Partial Characterization of Cytosolic Superoxide
Dismutase Activity in the Interaction of Meloidigne
Incognita with Two Cultivars of Glycines Max. J. of
Nematology" 1994.
LOGIUDICE, F.T., and Laird, R.J.
"The Morphology and Density
Distribution of the Cone Photorecptor in the Retina of the
Atlantic stingray, Dasyatis Sabina" Journal of Morphology.
Accepted (volume not assigned).
SWEENEY, M., WHITE, R.S., and GENNARO, R., et. al.
"Immunodetection and Comparison of Melaeuca, Bottlebrush,
and Bahia Pollens." Internation Achrieves of Allergy and
Immunology, 1994

oral Presentations
"Isolation and Purification of the Major Allergenic Components
from the Plant Pollens of Callistemon Citrinis, Paspalum Notatum
and Melaleuca Leucadendron". N. Rodriguez, R.S. WHITE, R.N.
GENNARO, M.J. SWEENEY and S. D. KLOTZ. Program of Florida Branch
of American Society for Microbiology, p. 4, Feb. 25-26, 1994,
Tampa, Florida.
"Isolatin and Purification of the Major Allergenic components
from the Plant Pollens of Callistemon Citrinis, Paspalum Notatum
and Melaleuca Leucadendron". P. Cruz, M.J. SWEENEY, R.S. WHITE,
R.N. GENNARO and S. D. KLOTZ. Florida Scientist Vol. 57 (1):42.
Florida Academy of Sciences 58th Annual Meeting, Tallahassee,
Florida.
"Isolation and Purification of the Major Allergenic Components
From the Plant Pollens of Callistemon citrinis, Paspalum Notatum
and Melaleuca Leucadendron". N. Rodriguez, R.S. WHITE, R.N.
GENNARO, M.J. SWEENEY and S.D. KLOTZ. Florida Scientist Vol. 57
(1) :42 Florida Academy of Sciences 58th Annual Meeting,
Tallahassee, Florida.

"Progress Report on the Biology of Scrub Lupines", April 19,
l994. I. J. Stout and J.F. CHARBA. Annual Spring Conference of
the Native Plant Society, Cocoa Beach, Florida.
ASCP National Teleconference, "Getting Medical Technologists into
the workforce; Educational Strategies and Recruitment". D.
HITCHCOCK and D. THORNTON. September 1993.
"Prevention of Iron Dextran Induced Reaction by Desenitization
and Premeditation", S.R. Shah, S. Gawchik, SWEENEY, M. S.P.
McGeady and A. Rocklin. American College of Allergy and
Immunology. Atlanta GA. October 1993.
GRANT ACTIVITY
"Microprocessor Controlled Fast Protein Liquid chromatography
System to Teach Principles of Chromatography and Protein
Purification in a Core Quantitative Biology Course". Submitted
to NSF. M. J. SWEENEY and R.S. WHITE, November 15, 1993, funded.
"Conservation Biology of Scrub Lupine" was continued and
completed.
I. J. Stout (P.I.) and J.F. CHARBA (Co P.I.) U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, #50132, October 1992 - March 1994.
Total grant was $12,000.
·
Immunological Aspects of Biological Interactions. U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture Research Service (ARS). R.N. GENNARO, M.J. SWEENEY
and R.S. WHITE.
$98,819. Funded. Acct. #18-10-503 October 1993
- September 1998.
Ventilation, Building systems and Indoor Air quality. Radon
Mitigation Branch, air and Energy Engineering Research
·L aboratory, US Environmental Protection Agency.
Submitted
through the Florida Solar Energy Center. total request
$4,232,326 for 5 yr. Molecular and Microbiology 5 yr. request
$1,039,728. R.N. GENNARO and M.J. SWEENEY. Recommended for
Funding by Evaluation Panel. Funding Pending.

\.,
NURSING
MONOGRAPHS:

None

REFEREED ARTICLES

NOLL, M.L.
(1993). Research Reflections column. Pulse oximetry
in the postoperative care of cardiac surgical patients: A
randomized clinical trail. Heart, 278-281. Refereed,
national.
NOLL, M.L., Murphy, M.A. (1993). Integrating nursing informatics
into a graduate research course. Journal of Nursing
Education, 32, 332-334. Refereed, national.
DePew, c., NOLL, M.S. 1994. In line closed-system auctioning:
research review. Dimensions of critical care Nursing, 12,
73-83. Refereed, national.

A

NOLL, M.L. 1993. Advances in Cardiovascular Pharmacology. Issue
Guest Editor. Journal of Cardiovascular Nursing, 8 (1).
NOLL, M.L., Byers, J.F. In press. Comparison of SV02, SP02, and
clinical parameters, with. ABG's during ventilatory weaning
after cardio surgery. American Journal of Critical Care.
NOLL, M.L.
Lung.

Choosing Suction Catheter Sizes.

WINK, D.M. In press.
outlook.

In press. Heart and

The effective child conference.

Nursing

WINK, D.M. 1993. Effect of a program to increase the cognitive
level of questions asked in clinical post-conference.
Journal of Nursing Education, 32, 357-363.
WINK, D.M. 1993. Using questioning as a teaching strategy.
Educator, 19 (5), 11-15.

Nurse

Yingling, L., WINK, D., Gilliland, L, Brown, P., Mikissevich, B.,
Bradford, J.
1993. Collaboration between education and
service results in a new patient program. MCN The American
Journal of Maternal Child Nursing, 19. 241-242, 244, 246.
WINK, D., Smith, D., English, L., Horvath, T., Schafauser, B.,
Rogers, M. Under review. "Perceptions of Nurse Caring
Behaviors on Pediatric Impatient Units".
WINK, D.M. Under revision after initial review.
"Discomfort
after Peer Administered Injections in an On-campus
Laboratory": A replication study. Florida Nursing and
Health Care.

WINK, D.,GIOVINCO, G. (Under revision after initial review).
Health assessment and promotion project for children and
families.
Florida Nursing and Health Care.
NON-REFERRED ARTICLES
BRUNELL, M.L. & Faucher, P. 1993. The professionalization of
nursing in practice. The Florida Nurse.
42 (7), 17-18.
WINK, D.M. In press.
Student papers. Should they publish or
perish? (Invited guest editorial). Nurse Educator.
ABSTRACTS
GIOVINCO, G. 1993. "Personal, social and political ethics in the
year 2000: What is and what ought to be done." Program and
Abstracts, p. 64, presented at The Third International
conference on Ethics in the Public Service, Jerusalem,
Israel, June 6-11, 1993. (Peer Reviewed).
GIOVINCO, G. and J. Monahan 1993.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement"
Program and Abstracts, peer reviewed, presented at World
Conference IX of Logotherapy, Toronto, Canada, July 25August 4, 1993.
GIOVINCO, G. 1993.
"Existential analysis as quality improvement
in health services" Program and Abstracts, peer reviewed,
presented at World Conference IX OF Logotherapy, Toronto,
Canada, July 25-August 4, 1993. Published Paper Accepted in
1992 for Proceedings: International Symposium on stress
disorders and rehabilitation.
GIOVINCO, G. and J. Monahan 1993. "Logotherapy and Bereavement:
A comparison of the grief response of survivors of
individuals who died from AIDS and individuals who died from
other causes".
Book of Abstracts: WONCA/SIMG Congress
1993: Quality of Care in family Medicine/General Practice.
p.110. Presented at The Hague, The Netherland, June 13-17,
1993. Poster.
GIOVINCO, G. 1993. "Franklien Philosophy: The ethic of care and
caring" Abstracts: The Fourth International Scientific
Nursing Congress on Ethical Issues and Health Care:
Implications for Education, Practice and Research. p. 12.
University of Alexandria, Egypt, June 28-30, 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J. 1993.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement: A
comparison of the Grief Response of survivors of Individuals
who died from AIDS and Individuals who died from Other
Causes''· Program and Abstracts: Psychiatric-Mental Health
Nursing, A Gateway to the future.
Fifteenth Southeastern
Conference of Clinical Specialists for Psychiatric Mental
Health Nursing, Charleston, South Carolina, September 2-6,
1993. Per Reviewed.

GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J. 1993. "Logotherapy and Bereavement:
Grief Response of Survivors Who Lost Someone from AIDS and
Survivors who Lost Someone From Other Causes".
Program and
Abstracts: International conference on Community Health
Nursing.
Edmonton, Canada, September 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"Quality of Life of Hospitalized Persons with AIDS"
by D. Ragsdale, J.
Katarba and J. Morro. Nursing Scan,
Vol. 6, No. 3, May-June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"AIDS Education on the College Campus:
Ray's
Adaptation Model Directs Inquiry" by A. Vicenzi and R.
Thiel. Nursing Scan, Vol. 6, No. 3, May-June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"Risk Factors for Disease in a Homeless Population"
by D. Vredevoe, M. Brecht, P. Shuler and M. Woo.
Nursing
Scan, Vol.6, No. 3, May-June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"The Relationship of Idealogy to Developing
Community Health Theory" by P. Hamilton and P. Cluster.
Nursing Scan, Vol. 6, No. 3, May-June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"Women's Perspectives on Homelessness" by D.
Hasnicki, S. Horner and S. Joyceen. Nursing Scan, Vol. 6,
No. 3, May-June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"Forecasting Ambulatory Clinic Workload to
Facilitate Budgeting" by M. Carley and B. Sattemwhite.
Nursing Scan, Vol. 6, No. 6, November-December 1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"When Nurses Strike: Ethical Conflicts",
Management, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1993. P. 86-90.

Nursing

PAPER PRESENTATIONS (INTERNATIONAL OR NATIONAL)
"Logotherapy and Bereavement"
GIOVINCO, G., Monohan, J.
Sidney, Australia, May 1993.

ADEC,

GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement: A
comparative Study". ADEC, Memphis, TN, April 2-4, 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement" World
Congress on Legath Therapy, Toronto, Canada, July-August,
1993.
GIOVINCO, G.
"Human resource Development and Rehabilitation Existential and Logotherapeutic Approaches•t Panel Symposium
- world congress IX on Logotherapy, Toronto, Canada 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement: A
comparison of the grief response of survivors of
individuals who died from AIDS and Individuals who died from
other Causes" WONCA/SIMG congress 1993, the Netherlands.

,~

GIOVINCO, G.
"Franklien Philosophy: The Ethics of Care and
Caring". The fourth International Scientific Nursing
congress, Alexandria, Egypt. June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G. , Monahan, J.
"I,ogotherapy and Bereavement: A
Comparison of the Grief Response of Survivors of
Individuals who Died from AIDS and Individuals who Died from
Other Causes" Southeastern Regional Conference on
Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing, Charleston, s.c.,
September 1993.
GIOVINCO G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement: Grief
Response of Survivors of AIDS and Other Causes" University
of Jordan, Amman, Jordan, September 13, 1993.
GIOVINCO G., "Personal, Social, and political ethics in the year
2000: What is and What Ought To Be Done". The Third
International Conference on Ethics in the Public
Service, Jerusalem, Israel, June 6-11, 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., "Franklien Philosophy: The Ethics of Care and
Caring" Mid-American Institute of Logotherapy, Kansas City,
MO, October 22-24, 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., "Report and Discussion of World Conference on
Logotherapy in Toronto, Canada" Mid-American Institute of
Logotherapy, Kansas City, MO, October 22-24, 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement"
Netherlands Institute of Logotherapy. Leuwarden, The
Netherlands. June 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement: A
Comparison of Grief Response of Survivors of Individuals Who
died From Aids and Other Causes" Sigma Theta Tau Research
Conference, UDM, Hattisburg, MS, Spring 1993.
GIOVINCO, G., Monahan, J.
"Logotherapy and Bereavement: Grief
Response to Los", Sigma Theta Tau Research Conference, Oral
Roberts University, Tulsa, OK, Spring 1993.
KOCH-PARRISH, s. National and International Presentations of
Research, "Critical Thinking in Nursing Educations":
Perceptions of Baccalaureate Faculty and Students.
KOCH-PARRISH, s. Poster presentation, Psychosocial Nursing
Research Conference, Veterans Affairs Center, Marion,
Indiana, November 4, 1993. Paper presentation, 19th Annual
Research Conference, Vanderbilt School of Nursing,
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. September 17,
1993.

KOCH-PARRISH, s. Paper presentation, First Nursing International
congress, University of Canberra, Canberra, Australia.
February 10, 1994.
KOCH-PARRISH, s. Paper presentation, 14th Annual Research Day,
Ann Vaughn School of Nursing, oral Roberts University,
Tulsa, Oklahoma. April 16, 1994.
NOLL, M.L., Byers, J.F. Comparison of Trends in Mixed Venous
oxygen Saturation, Arterial oxygen Saturation, and
Clinical Parameters with Arterial Blood Gases During
Ventilatory Weaning After Cardiac Surgery. Charlottesville,
VA April 15, 1994. Refereed, national. Abstract to be
published in conference proceedings.
NOLL, M.L., Byers, J.F. Comparison of Trends in Mixed Venous
oxygen Saturation, Arterial Oxygen Saturation, and Clinical
Parameters with Arterial Blood Gases During Ventilatory
Weaning After Cardiac Surgery. Third National VA Nursing
Research Conference. San Antonio, TX June 9, 1994.
Refereed, national. Abstract to be published in conference
proceedings.
NOLL, M.L. Education reform. Parts I and II. AACN Leadership
Institute, Nashville, TN. November 22, 1993. Invited,
national.
NOLL, M.L. Teaching a Critical Care Elective Via Interactive TV.
AACN National Institute. Atlanta, GA May, 1994 Peerreviewed, national.
WINK, D.
Clinical Teaching in Alternative Settings. Nursing
Education 94, Lake Buena Vista, FL • National, invited
speaker. January, 1994.
WINK, D. Perceptions of Nurse Caring Behaviors on Pediatric
Inpatient Units. Sigma Theta Tau Biennial Convention,
Indianapolis, IN. Co-presenters: D. Smith, L. English.
November, 1993 Horvath, B. Schafhauser, M. Rogers (poster
presentation) . National peer reviewed.
WINK, D.
Effective use of Pre-and Post-Conference Time.
National Organization for Associate Degree Nursing
Convention, Biloxi, MS National, Invited Speaker. October,
1993.
PAPER PRESENTATION (STATE)
BROWNE-KRIMSLEY v. Poster Presentation at FLN Convention "A
Nurse Managed Client: A Partnership" done with P. Stanley.
February, 1994.

KOCH-PARRISH, s.
"Critical Thinking in Nursing: Perceptions of
Baccalaureate Faculty and Students". Florida Nurses
Association Convention. Peer reviewed. September 1992.
NOLL, M.L.
"Visiting Policies in Critical Care Driven by Patient
Needs." FNA convention. Invited, State. Orlando, FL
9/29/93.
SMITH, F.
"From Novice to Expert: Benner's Theory of Clinical
Excellence". The Florida Nurses Association Clinical
Excellence Conference. Orlando. March 1994.
WINK, D.
"Health Assessment and Promotion Project for children
and Families". Florida League for Nursing
Annual Convention. March 1993. State; Peer Reviewed.
GRANT ACTIVITY
DORNER, J., GIOVINCO, G. "Nursing and Community-Based outcomes
Project". A proposal to The W.K. Kellogg Foundation in
cooperation with Valencia Community College.
GIOVINCO, G.
"Exploring the Use of Play in the Promotion of
Health in Children and Adolescents Across Cultures"
Submitted to the Strategic Planning Initiative Awards
Program, UCF.
NOLL, M.L.
"Sponsored Research:
"Comparison of Sv02, Sp02, and
Clinical Parameters, with ABG's during Ventilatory Weaning
after Cardiac Surgery". Mary Lou Noll (PI) and Jacquie
Byers. Completing secondary date analysis and preparing
results from publication. Two upcoming national research
presentations related to the project: April 15 in
Charlottesville, VA and June 9 in San Antonio, TX. Article
related to initial analysis accepted for publication in
"American Journal of Critical Care".
NOLL, M.L.
"Proposal Preparation: "Comparison of Colonization
and Nosocomial Infection Rates of the Sherwood Modular
Closed Suction System". Proposal for $95,000 project
submitted to Sherwood Medical. Project approved by IRB's at
ORMC and Florida Hospital. Funding of project pending.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH
our faculty continued to be highly productive in the area of
research. Although published journal articles were limited, an
extensive number of published book chapters and conference papers
reflect an extremely active research agenda for many of our
faculty.
PUBLICATIONS
BOOKS
oENHARDT, R.
"Theories of Public Organization"
Belmont, CA Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1994.

(second edition)

DENHARDT, R.
"Public Administration: an Action Orientation"
(second edition) Belmont, CA Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1994.
BOOKS EDITED/REVISED
COLBY, P., stonecash, J., White, J. Governing New York State
(third edition) State University of New York Press, 1993.
BOOK CHAPTERS
COLBY, P.
"New York State in Comparative Perspective•.• , P.
Colby, J. Stonecash and J. White (eds) Governing New York
State (third edition) State University of New York Press,
1993, pp. 365-376.
COLBY, P., Stonecash, J.
"A Brief Guide for Further Research",
P. Colby, J. Stonecash and J. White (eds), Governing New
York State (third edition) State University of New York
Press, 1993, pp. 377-380.
COLBY, P., White, J.K.
"Introduction: Public Policy in New York
State today", P. Colby, J. Stonecash and J. White (eds.),
Governing New York State (third edition) State University of
New York Press, 1993. pp. 227-234.
White, J.K., COLBY, P "Introduction: The Government of New York
State", in P. Colby, J. Stonecash and J. Whit(eds.),
Governing New York State (third edition) State University of
New York Press, 1993, pgs. 119-132.
DENHARDT, K., Catron, B.
"Ethics Education in Public
Administration" in Terry L. Cooper (ed.) Handbook on
Administrative Ethics; New York: Marcel Dekker, 1993.

oENHARDT, K.
"Organizational Structure as a Context for
Administrative Ethics", in Terry L. Cooper (ed.) Handbook on
Administrative Ethics; New York: Marcel Dekker, 1993.
oENHARDT, K., Hartmann, J.
"The Human Side of Privatization", in
case book in Personnel Management, Washington, D.C.: ICMA,
forthcoming.
oENHARDT, R., ARISTIGUETA, M.
"Developing skills for Modern
Management", in J. Perry (ed.). Handbook of Public
Administration, accepted for publication.
oENHARDT, R., deLeon, L.
"Great Thinkers in Human Resource
Management" in J. Rabin, T. Vocino, and B. Hildreth (eds.)
Handbook of Public Personnel Administration and Labor
Relations, New York: Marcel Dekker, 1994, forthcoming.
ROSELL, E.
"The Chickens Come Home to Roost: The Publicization
of Private Infrastructure", in A. Khan and B. Hildreth
(eds.)
Case Studies in Public Budgeting and Financial
Management, Kendall/Hunt 1994.
ARTICLES - REFEREED
GLASER, M.
"Economic and Environmental Repair in the Shadow of
Superfund: Local
Government Leadership in Building
Strategic Partnerships". Economic Development Quarterly,
accepted for publication.
Bardo, J., GLASER, M. "Segmenting the Urban Economic Development
Market: An application of Strategic Marketing to a Public
Policy Issue", Journal of Nonprofit and Public Sector
Marketing, accepted for publication.
NEWMAN, M.
"Gender and Lowi's Thesis:
Implications for Career
Advancement" Public Administration Review, Vol. 54, No. 3,
May/June 1994, pp. 277-284.
ARTICLES - NOT REFEREED
DENHARDT, R.
"Reinventing Government:
Clinton-Gore Style",
Canadian Public Executive, Spring, 1994, pp. 13-14.
GRANT PROPOSALS - NOT FUNDED
SHAPEK, R.
"Cost Benefit Options for Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Programs" submitted to the Gulf Coast Hazardous
Substance Research Center, $57,600.

GRANTS

FUNDED

DENHARDT, K., DENHARDT, R., GLASER, M.
"Communities at Risk:
Perspective on Urban Social Problems", Florida Institute of
Government, $5,000.
oENHARDT K.
"The Impact of Privat1zation of Benefits and Working
conditions", COHPA Research Committee Award, 1993-94,
$1,666.

LAWTHER, W.
"Issues of Salary Compression in Higher Education",
DSR In House Grant Award, July 1993-94, $4,300.

"''
SOCIAL WORK
RESEARCH
REFERRED ARTICLES
"Maintaining the Integrity of Macro Practice in the
ABEL, E.
1990's" Journal of Community Practice, Spring 1994.
COLBY, I.
"A Community Development Approach to Substance Abuse
Prevention". Journal of Applied Social Science,
Spring/Summer 1994.
PAPER PRESENTATIONS (INTERNATIONAL OR NATIONAL)
COLBY, I.
"A Community-Based Approach to Substance Abuse
Prevention". 1993 Annual Conference of the National
Association of Social Workers.
GREEN, c "Beating the Odds: Lessons Learned from AfricanAmerican, Female Deans and Directors in Social Work
Education". Women's Studies Program Conference.
SUH, E.
"Common Problems of Community Development in Developing
Countries". Ministry of Social Security and Social Welfare,
Nicaragua.
PAPER PRESENTATIONS (STATE)
ABEL, E.
"Why Doesn't She •.. Then Again, Why Doesn't He?",
Florida Nurses Association 82nd Annual Conference.
Empowering People Through Case Management.
Florida
Association for Community Action Programs.
COLBY, I.
"The Role of Social Workers in Politics". Annual
Meeting of the Texas Chapter of the National Association of
Social Workers.
GRANT ACTIVITY
Requests totaled $114,294 of which $38,000 (33.2%) was funded.
These figures include only those proposals in which the
dollar amount was specified.
ABEL, E.
"Macro Roles and Intervention in Social Work" $6,835,
Campus Compact. (not funded) Oncology Proposal; $12,000
(status pending) Violence and Development With Trauma
(funded).

COLBY, I.
"Boys Club and Girls Club of Orlando, $5,000. (funded)
AHEC $9,000 (funded) Orange County Corrections (with Dept.
of Criminal Justice) $30,000 (funded) Area Network on
Homelessness $2,000 (funded) Coalition for the Homeless
currently negotiating the amount (funded with Arts and
Sciences) Kids in the Park, Orlando Fights Bach, negotiating
amount. Walt Disney Award (not funded).
GREEN, c. Proposal developed with Dr. Ivan Banks, College of
Education to study retention rates of special programs for
minority students at UCF.
$1,000 (funded). Strategic
Planning Initiative: to develop Diversity Education
Awareness Video Series; $34,500 (not funded).
Joint proposal with faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences; to develop Service-Learning Course Development,
volunteer experiences in social service settings; $12,700
(not funded).
SUH, E. UCF Strategic Planning Initiative, Operation Helping
Hands.
$10,259 (not funded)
OTHER

BRETT, D. Developed Proposal ·"Portraits" with chair of
Department of Art; animated film for staff training and
student advisement.
GREEN, c.
Information Poster Exchange; An Intervention Program
for Batters Using a Large Group. Treatment Model; Does It
Work? Annual Program Meeting of the National Association of
Social Workers.
SUH, E. Older Asian-American Needs Assessment in Central
Florida; funded research by COHPA, in progress.
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Appendix C

COLLEGE OF HEALTH & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Hiring of Women and Minorities
The search and recruitment process for hiring of women and
minorities in the College of Health and Public Affairs must focus
on aggressive strategies which would yield a diverse pool of
potential candidates for all current and future positions in the
College.
SEARCH PROCESS

search Committees will be formed to include at least one member
from the underrepresented groups (woemn or ethnic minorities) in
the College and/or department. Committees may include individuals
from outside the department to fulfil this goal.
Efforts must be identified to locate potential candidates from
underrepresented groups for each search process.
These efforts
should include but not be limited to the following:
a.
Securing mailing lists of women and minorities from those
professional organizations for the respective disciplines.
b.
Identifying key women and minority leaders in each field and
contacting them for specific recommendations and leads for each
position being searched.
c. Attending professional meetings with the intent of meeting and
speaking to women and minorities to learn of potential candidates
for positions.
d.
Identifying doctoral programs in respective disciplines to
recruit potential candidates.
e.

Advertising in key journals.

In the screening- process, search committees should include the
"right of inclusion" at each level of the search.
This method
provides opportunities for women and minority candidates to be
continued to the next level of the search should one committee
member wish to do so.
When names of interviewees are submitted to the Dean, the
recommendation should be accompanied by descriptions of activities
conducted to achieve a di verse pool and the outcomes of those
efforts as reflected in the recommended interviewees.
All interview schedules should include opportunities for candidates
from underrepresented groups to meet with women and minority
members of UCF, particularly administrators, as appropriate.

OTHER STRATEGIES

The college will continue its efforts to promote a climate of
inclusiveness. Strategies which may be undertaken to enhance the
college's efforts to promote cul~ural diversity include:
a. Provide opportunities for women and minorities to visit campus
and serve as speakers and/or consultants whenever possible.
b. support and reward teaching strategies which promote diversity
and inclusivity.
c.
Develop an orientation program and a mentoring program which
include strategies for promotion and tenure for all new faculty.
d.
Encourage and support senior faculty members to work with
tenure earning faculty to establish research and scholarly agendas
to enhance opportunities for retention of women and minority
faculty members.
e.
Review College publications and current College policies and
procedures to ensure that cultural diversity and inclusivity are
incorporated where needed.
f.
Promote University wide strategies and coordination for
recruitment and retention of women and minority faculty, staff, and
students.
11/29/93
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Hiring of Women and Minorities
Checklist
The search and recruitment process for hiring of women and
minorities in the College of Health and Public Affairs must focus
on aggressive strategies which would yield a diverse pool of
potential candidates for all current and future positions in the
College.
The fallowing strategies are
process for each position in
item was accomplished during
forwarded to the Dean when
consideration.

to be attempted during the search
the CHPA.
Please comment how each
the search.
This document must be
recommendations are submitted for

1.
Search Committee fncludes at least one member
underrepresented groups (women or ethnic minorities).
COMMENTS:

from

the

2. Mailing lists of women and minorities from those professional
organizations for the respective disciplines were secured.
COMMENTS:

3.
Key women and minority leaders in each field were identified
and contacted for specific recommendations and leads for position
being searched.
COMMENTS:

4. Professional meetings were attended with the intent of meeting
and speaking to- women and minorities to learn of potential
candidates for positions.
COMMENTS:

5. Doctoral programs in respective disciplines were identified to
recruit potential candidates.
COMMENTS:

6.

Advertising in key periodicals .

L:tST:

7.
In the screening process, the "right
available at each level of the search.
COMMENTS:

s.

of

inclusion"

was

All interview schedules should include opportunities for
candidates from underrepresented groups to meet with women and
minority
members
of
UCF,
particularly
administrators,
as
appropriate.
COMMENTS:

1/10/94 wp/JK.minfrm
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Leadership UCF
Taking a definite step toward the improvement of undergraduate education and the
establishment of closer bonds with Central Florida's business, public sector, and cultural
commuruties, the University of Central Florida is initiating an innovative course entitled
Leadership UCF.
Modeled after and designed in partnership with the Greater Orlando Chamber of
Commerce's Leadership Orlando program, Leadership UCF provides a significant step
forward in the effort to develop community leaders from among Central Florida's best and
brightest college students.
Y our support of this exceptional program will ensure its success and help achieve UCFs
goal of offering the best undergraduate education in the state of Florida.

UCF AND THE CENTRAL FLORIDA COMMUNITY
The history of the University of Central Florida is intrinsically linked with that of the
community it serves. More than three quarters of UCF graduates choose to reside in the
Central Florida area. UCF educates the professionals of tomorrow, the citizens who shape
Central Florida's future.
Yet while our graduates rank academically with the best in the nation, most of our
students have limited opportunities to become acquainted with the challenges facing our
community. Their final years of study serve to advance their academic needs by providing
more rigorous and specialized education. But little is done to "broaden their horizons" - to
orient students to the new roles they will play as citizens of the Central Florida community.

LEADERSHIP ORLANIX>
The Central Florida business community has long recognized the importance of
volunteerism and service to community development. The Greater Orlando Chamber of
Commerce developed Leadership Orlando to acquaint relocating middle managers with the
challenges facing Central Florida, and to enhance the contributions these new leaders could
make to their new home community. Junior Achievement developed a similar program to
provide an overview of community issues to high school students. Ironically, no such
program has been available to our own college leaders, who leave the campus environment
academically qualified and energized for their new careers, but often uninformed of the
larger issues facing them and their communities.

In 1992, Dean Belinda McCarthy, a graduate of Leadership Orlando, began working
with the Greater Orlando Chamber of Commerce to develop a program to meet this need.
The goal was to design a course that would combine the best of university education with a
comprehensive community leadership program. Leadership programs across the country
were surveyed and existing college courses were studied to ensure that the U CF effort
combined the best elements of every program. Working with representatives from each
college at UCF (Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Engineering and Health and Public
Affairs), a course was designed to accomplish four objectives:

I.
Inform students about the challenges facing Central Florida by providing a
hands on exposure to the region's key issues in business, government and the arts.

II.
Provide experiential learning opportunities that address the strategic
alternatives available to address these challenges.
III.
Provide comprehensive information on what UCF is doing to address
community issues.
IV. Enhance leadership skills in students with demonstrated potential for leadership
development.

LEADERSHIP UCF
The result of this two year effort is Leadership UCF, a university wide
interdisciplinary program designed to serve as a capstone experience for students from all
colleges at the university. Students must apply to the program or may be nominated by
faculty. Admittance is based on the student's record of leadership and community service as
well as on traditional factors such as gradepoint average. Enrollment in the pilot offering of
Leadership UCF (1994-1995) will be limited to 40 juniors and seniors, with a proportionate
number selected from each of UCF's five colleges.
Much like Leadership Orlando, the course requires students to make a yearlong
commitment to attend twelve sessions - meetings that take them far beyond the traditional
classroom learning experience. Unlike Leadership Orlando, the students will also be
assigned readings and projects to supplement le.a.ming activities, and will receive skill
development ~ning appropriate to the needs of the soon-to-be college
graduate.

ACADEMIC PROGRAM
The curriculum developed for the program is as follows:

INTRODUCTION: Orientation to the program will focus on the introduction of
program themes, i.e., challenges facing Central Florida and stra.tegies to address them,
cutting across a wide area of policy concerns. In addition, individual assessments of student
skills and abilities will be undertaken as a prerequisite to skill development efforts.
The two hour orientation in August will include a presentation by UCF President John Hitt,
and the administration of the Myers-Briggs survey. This meeting will be followed in
September by a two-day retreat at the Canterbury Center where the Myers-Briggs will be
interpreted for the students and they will participate in a ropes course, team-building
exercises and other skill development activities.
OVERVIEW: From October through April, students will spend one to one and a
half days each month on and off campus visiting local businesses and industries, social
service agencies, cultural organizations, government agencies and medical facilities. They
will have assigned readings, papers and assessment reports to prepare, journals to maintain
and many opportunities for group discussions. Sessions will be coordinated and presented
through the combined efforts of community leaders and UCF faculty.

CLASSES
GOVERNMENT - study will include advocacy training in civic issues; discussions
with political candidates and/or incumbents arid government officials; students will address
the challenges of urban planning utilizing computer simulation to plan a city. The software
package SIM CITY provides opportunities to address the problems and issues of crime,
geography, commerce, industry and cultural activities, thus replicating some of the
challenges facing local government.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - student teams will research an industry, review
background information, visit a local facility and share what they learn with the larger group;
the group will analyze and make recommendations regarding the economic development
direction needed for Central Florida. The College of Business' BE 2000 curriculum will be
discussed as a· response to the changing needs of employers and industry.
ENVIRONMENT - students will tour the UCF campus and examine our own
ecological challenges, including the wetlands, air pollution, building construction and
roadways; a student led debate will address the interests of developers, elected officials,
environmentalists, homeowners, etc. providing an opportunity for participants to test their
advocacy skills.
QUALITY OF LIFE - focusing on mass communication and the media, activities
will include a tour of local radio stations' news studios to see how ~lrograms are prepared.
Special attention will be paid to editorial decision-making and the effect of editorial policy on
media images of the community.
EDUCATION - students will learn about Central Florida's challenges in K-12, higher
education and continuing education. Literacy and diversity in both public schools and higher
education will be addressed; discussions will focus on needed revision of traditional
approaches to learning and new teaching technologies; participants will include members of
the Orange County Board of Education and UCF Administration. Students will have
opportunities to participate in programs for disabled children, programs to enhance the arts,
and literacy tutoring efforts.
MULTICULTURAL WORLD - UCF's theater students will perform a play designed
to enhance cultural awareness and demonstrate how international and cultural differences can
bring people together or push them apart.
HEALTH - This segment focuses on the ethics and policy issues confronted when we
attempt to allocate health care, on a broad scale through state and national programs, and on
the individual level, as we weigh such needs as those of premature infants and the terminally
ill. An AIDS Awareness Workshop will be provided by UCF's AIDS Institute, and ethical
issues in medicine will be debated incorporating case studies and analyses of social policies.

v

CRIMINAL JUSTICE - presentations will be made by representatives from the
Orange County Sheriffs Department, the Orlando Police Department, the State Attorney's
rd office and the Public Defender's office; students will visit a local correctional facility and
l -have opportunities to ride patrol with local police officers.
SOCIAL SERVICES - students will visit agencies such as Meals-On-Wheels,
homeless shelters, domestic violence shelters, etc., to be followed by a resource allocation
exercise - a mock United Way type decision-making process where students must confront
the issue of dividing limited dollars among worthwhile services.

CLOSING SF.SSION - the final session ·will encompass all of the students' previous
experiences in an exercise in community-building. At that time the class will develop a
vision for the future including the UCF and the surrounding community-at-large. A
graduation ceremony will cap the year's activities.

CURRICULUM MATIERS

The course is technically considered a practicum, and will be offered as SLS 4941
Leadership UCF. Credit hours will be distributed to the college from which each studeqt
originates. The instructor of record is Dean Belinda McCarthy; the executive director of the
program is Marilyn Crotty.
·
EVALUATION
Grading for completion of the Leadership UCF program will be pass/fail. Students will be
permitted two absences from the program. Students will be evaluated on journals they will
maintain throughout the course, written assessments by faculty members, a self-report
completed and exit interviews. Alumni surveys will be conducted after they students
graduate to assess the community contributions of program graduates. The program will be
assessed and refined annually, based on the evaluations of students, university and
community participants.

BUDGET

External funding is being solicited for the program, which requires only standard tuition fees
from students participating in the course.

